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Dear Friends,

 I would like to take this time to thank every one of our loyal customers 
who have supported Fleming Outdoors. 

 Today everyone hears the phrase “Going Green”, but our customers are 
truly doing just that. With todays rising energy and food prices the small farmers 
knowledge is more valuable than ever. There has been an increase in the interest 
in poultry and gardening supplies like never before. Many of the additions in our 
product line are focused on the “Green Lifestyle”. Whether you live on a 100-acre 
farm or have a small backyard in the city we have the products to fit your need. 

 We strive to provide our customers with a knowledgeable customer ser-
vice staff that is familiar with the products and their application. Many of our sales 
staff spend countless hours enjoying and testing our products. All our products 
come with a 100% Satisfaction Guarantee. If you are not completely satisfied with 
any of our products, we will gladly refund your money.

Sincerely,
Eric Fleming

See Page 12
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Each unit has a 360 degree stainless steel nipple 
head with removable lower parts for easy cleaning. 
Item is easy to install in PVC pipe, a five gallon pail 
bucket or container. Just simply screw in to your 
drilled hole. No experience necessary. Red color 
design attracts fowl to find them fast to use. 
EQP-03101............................................$6.75
EQP-03101...................10 +..................$5.80

Chicken Waterer Nipples - Screw In - 10 Pack

The new heavy duty construction features an all 
weather aluminum door that will not warp or break 
due to the elements. Provides a clean sliding action 
that does not catch or stop. Frame material is a hard 
composite material .75” thick that will not break, 
splinter or rot and provides a sturdy frame with easy 
cleaning surface. Concealed motor with no hanging 
wires, switches or exposed parts. Motor comes 
with a 1 Year manufactures warranty. Fully digital 
controls with Battery Backup.

The door frame is 35” x 11.75” x 3”. Just attach the 
frame over a 10.5” wide x 12” tall opening in your 
chicken coop and plug it in to an extension cord. No 
assembly required. 
EQP-03435.........Basic........................ $245.00
EQP-03436.........Advanced................ $285.00

Automatic Chicken Coop Door - Heavy Duty

We could not be more please to offer our cus-
tomers another attractive egg carton to choose 
from. It has all the nutritional information for 
large chicken eggs (50g) and required FDA 
information. It is 100% biodegradable just like 
all of our other paper (pulp) egg cartons. These 
cartons hold egg sizes Small - Extra Large. 

EQP-03706........12 Egg........10/pk $5.00
EQP-03706........18 Egg........10/pk $8.45

Paper Egg Cartons
12 Egg & 18 Egg

1 Quart Plastic Feeder is constructed of heavy 
duty polyethylene. Base features 8 openings 
with ribs to minimize feed spillage. Base and 
Jar is included. Great for school projects and 
home use for new baby chicks. Red, Green, 
Purple and Yellow Colors Available 

EQP-03115...........Feeder..............$5.25
EQP-03112...........Waterer............$4.25

1 Quart Chick Feeders 
& Waterers

New Product !

EQP-03260..........Reg $150.00.......SALE: $125.00
Egg Incubator & Turner Kit



Egg Incubator Information 
Egg Hatching Tips Egg Hatching Guide 

Incubate 20-22 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-55%
Wet Bulb 82-86oF
Stop turning on day 18
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Chicken/Bantam
Incubate 27-29 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-55%
Wet Bulb 82-86oF
Stop turning on day 25
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Turkey

Incubate 27-29 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-55%
Wet Bulb 82-86oF
Stop turning on day 25
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Incubate 35-37 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-55%
Wet Bulb 82-86oF
Stop turning on day 31
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Duck Muscovy Duck

Goose Pheasant

Guinea Bobwhite Quail

Incubate 28-34 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-55%
Wet Bulb 82-86oF
Stop turning on day 25
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Incubate 23-28 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-50%
Wet Bulb 82-84oF
Stop turning on day 21
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Incubate 26-28 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-55%
Wet Bulb 82-86oF
Stop turning on day 25
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Incubate 22-24 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-55%
Wet Bulb 82-86oF
Stop turning on day 20
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Incubate 23-24 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-50%
Wet Bulb 82-84oF
Stop turning on day 20
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Incubate 24-26 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-55%
Wet Bulb 82-86oF
Stop turning on day 22
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Chukar Partridge Grouse

Location: The location of the incubator is impor-
tant to successful operation. A thermostatically 
controlled room temperature between 75 F to 80 F 
(24 C to 27 C) degrees with fresh air without drafts 
is ideal. Room temperatures from 55 F to 90 F (13 
C to 32 C) are acceptable but good temperature 
control in the incubator is obtained when the room 
temperature is held within a few degrees.

Operation: Allow the incubator to run for at least 
half a day in order to warm the incubator and stabi-
lize the operation. When operating as expected the 
eggs may be placed in the turning racks with small 
end down. Please check incubator temperature in 
chart to the right and set your incubator accordingly. 

Humidity: All eggs will lose moisture during incu-
bation. Water is added to the incubator in most cases 
to prevent excessive drying of the eggs. Humidity 
levels can be easily checked by the humidity reading 
a hydromter. Keep in mind, however, that humidity 
requirements differ among egg types and the age 
of the flock. Also you will need to increase your 
humidity during the last few days of the incubation 
process.

Hatch Analysis: Note on a calendar the date and 
time eggs are set in the incubator as well as the 
target temperature setting and average humidity 
level. Start checking the eggs that are due to hatch 
a full day before expected hatch day. Look for any 
signs of piping or hatched eggs and note this on the 
calendar for that day. After the hatch is complete 
check the un-hatched eggs for any development 
such as blood rings, partial or fully formed chicks 
to establish the number or percentage of fertile eggs 
that did not hatch. Ideally a good hatch is 75% to 
85% hatch of the fertile eggs.

Hatching: Remove chicks to the brooder within 
24 hours after hatching as soon as they are dry. 
If some of the eggs are late hatching, removal of 
chicks should be done quickly as possible to prevent 
chilling of un-hatched eggs. If some eggs appear 
hatchable, continue the hatch for a day or two more. 
Chicks hatching a few days beyond expected date 
are usually weak and may not survive. Discard eggs 
that are over four days beyond hatch date.



Chick Brooder Information 

Now that your chicks have hatched from your egg incubator you will need to 
have a place prepared for brooding the chicks. Whether you have just a few 
birds or 200 birds your brooding facilities have a direct affect on your success 
with your chicks, poults, ducklings and goslings. You can either buy a brooder 
or make a homemade brooder.

If you are looking build a large brooder house you will need to make sure 
your house is structurally sound to withstand winds and heavy snow loads in 
the winter. Also a good tight constuction will prevent leaking rain and drafts, 
with sufficient insulation to keep your house at a good temperature. You will 
need a ventilation system to control your moisture and also some form of light 
control in the house.

If you have only a few chicks then you do not have to build a large brooding 
facility. The main equipment you will need will be a brooder lamp, a feeder 
and waterer. We recommend that the area where you brood your chicks be 
dry and have a form of bedding. Most people use wood shavings. You can 
also use sawdust, shavings & sawdust, ricehulls, sugarcane, peanut hulls and 
ground corncobs.

Brooder Tips & Information

Brooder Device: To provide the necessary heat that a chick needs you will need a brooding 
device. The brooding devices that are available are Brooder Lamps, Complete Brooders, Home-
made Brooders, Gas or Electric Brooders. All of the listed brooders have their advantages and 
disadvantages, it really just depends on your situation. I will try to go over each one so you will 
be better informed when you make your choice.

The Brooder Lamp is a poplular favorite over the years. The initial cost is low and they are 
perfect for supplying heat for chicks. You suspend the lamp about 18 inches over the area you 
have your litter. You can use one 250 Watt Infrared Bulb for as many as 75 chicks. We recom-
ment using atleast 2 bulbs so if one fails you will have a backup. We have a brooder lamp that 
has 4 bulbs that works really well.

Homemade Brooders work well if you design them correctly. These brooders are build with 
electric light bulbs as the heat souce. You can build them out of wood with legs and a canopy so 
the chicks can get under the brooder where the heat source is located. It also can be suspended. I 
have seen feed tubs, cardboard boxes and large livestock waterers for brooders. All work well as 
long as you have a good clean area with heat source.

Brooding Equipment & Supplies

Electric and Gas Brooders (Commercial) These brooders are for the large scale poultry flock in mind. 
Some of these brooders are rated for 100 to 500 birds per brooder. The initial cost is generally more but if you 
have a larger operation they will pay for themselves over time. Remember each chick needs a minimum of 7 
square inches of hover space. We currently have a 600 Watt Electric Poultry Brooder.

Brooder Tips You can adjust the temperature under the brooder by moving it up or down. If all of your chicks 
are on one side of the brooder then the brooding area is drafty. If all of the chicks are huddled together under the 
brooder then you will need to lower the brooder because it is too cold. Also if they are keeping their distance 
from the brooder then it is too hot and you will need to raise the brooder. If the chicks are spread out evenly then 
your brooder should be just right

Feeders. For the first few days you can feed your chicks with a Flat Feed Tray with an edge of about 1 to 2 inches. After that 
you can feed the chicks with a Feed Trough. The feed troughs are easier to clean and there is less feed waste. After the chicks 
get up in age most people go to hanging feeders. Generally it is recommended that all hanging feeders lip should be at the 
level for the birds’ back. These feeder can be adjusted to accommodate birds of different age levels.

Feeding Tips. Chicks that been purchased or hatched 2-3 days ago are very hungry when they arrive at your brooding area. 
They will try to eat the litter or bedding upon arrival. To prevent this place a paper over the litter for the first few days until 
they learn to eat from the feeders. Chicks that have hatched in the past 24 hours do not require the paper over the bedding or 
litter. We reccommend using Medicated Chick Starter Feed for the first 8 weeks as the sole ration.

Waterers. Generally we recomment the 1 gallon waterer for chicks or the Automatic Chick Waterer. A small wire platform 
underneath each waterer prevents shavings or litter from getting in waterer. Chicks can convert to automatic waterers after 
they are 10 days in age. Two 1 gallon waterers are good for up to 100 chicks for up to 2 weeks. From weeks 2 to 6 there 

See Page 6

See Pages 36-37

See Page 23



Poultry Feeders New - High Capacity Poultry Feeder 

6 Order By Fax: 334-562-9000   See Page 20

Baby Chick Bulk Feeder is revolutionary to 
the poultry industry.  Special Features Include: 
Narrow eating area eliminates the scratching out 
of feed. Feeder can be utilzed longer than tray 
style methods to reduce the amount of equipment 
needed. Available with optional cover to prevent 
birds from entering through the top of the feeder. 
(Included) Dimensions: 7 1/2” H x 11 1/2” Diam-
eter. 5 lbs. Capacity. Cover Included.
EQP-03193................................... $16.85

Kuhl Baby Chick Feeder

1 Quart Plastic Feeder is constructed of heavy 
duty polyethylene. Base features 8 openings 
with ribs to minimize feed spillage. Base and 
Jar is included. Great for school projects and 
home use for new baby chicks. Red, Green, 
Purple and Yellow Colors Available 

EQP-03115...........Feeder..............$5.25
EQP-03112...........Waterer............$4.25

1 Quart Chick Feeders 
& Waterers

The BEC Feeder With Grill is useful for producers with smaller flocks. In-
cludes a set of 4 push fit legs that may be used to elevate the feeder base 3 in. 
off the ground & a cover to prevent roosting. Metal handle enables the feeder 
to hang. Feed saving grill prevents excess feed waste. Optional rain hat sold 
separately. 

The design is perfectly suited to all types of feed including pellets, wheat, corn 
and mash, the main feed tube is fixed at the correct height to control the flow 
of feed to the correct level, this saves food waste and also removes the need 
for any height adjustments.
EQP-03103...........5.5 lbs. Ascot Feeder  ............................... $23.50
EQP-03104...........Ascot Rain Hat ........................................... $8.25
EQP-03105A........13.3 lbs. Blenheim Feeder  ....................... $27.00
EQP-03106...........Blenheim Rain Hat.................................... $10.00

Ground Feeders are constructed of heavy gauge 
galvanized steel with rolled edges for safety.
Perfect for baby chicks. Rounded, embossed edges 
help reduce chafing on neck and head.
EQP-03110..............................................$5.25

8 Hole Round Poultry Feeder

Little Giant ground feeders are constructed of high 
quality galvanized steel and feature rolled edges of 
safety. Individual holes minimize waste. Top slides 
off for easy access.
EQP-03130.........12” Slide Top............ $5.80
EQP-03132.........18” Slide Top............ $6.15
EQP-03134.........24” Slide Top.............$6.89
EQP-03136.........24” Reel  Top............ $6.45

Slide and Reel Top Poultry Feeders

Little Giant hanging poultry feeders are constructed 
of heavy gauge galvanized steel with rolled edges 
for safety. 12 lbs. or 30 lbs.Capacity. 
EQP-03144.................12 lbs................ $21.85
EQP-03146.................30 lbs................ $34.80

Metal Hanging Feeders
BEC Poultry Feeders

Hanging Feeder Covers Prevents your birds 
using the feeder as a roost & spillage.
EQP-03148..........11 lbs Cover.............$3.13
EQP-03149..........22 lbs Cover.............$3.13
EQP-03173..........Full Cover................$4.55
EQP-03147..........Metal Cover.............$3.98

Hanging Feeder Covers

The Handy Feeder With Grill features an 
adjustable internal carry handle which 
controls the feed flow and allows the feeder 
to be used free standing or hanging. The 
handle also acts as the support from which 
the feeder can be hung. Grill reduces feed 
waste. Comes with a set of 4 push fit legs. 
H=18.5”, Pan Dia=11”, Pan Depth=3” 
EQP-03107................................$30.50

Handy - 26.5 lbs
Feeder With Grill

Stores and dispenses up to 25 lbs. of mash, 
pellet or crumble feed. Mounts on wall or 
frame or can be used freestanding. Spe-
cially designed chute allows for steady food 
flow. Feed saver grid prevents bottom from 
overfilling and keeps birds from sweeping 
feed out of unit. Size: 11” x 12” x 23”  

EQP-03125................................$43.85

25  lbs. High Capacity 
Poultry Feeder



The Kuhl 22 lbs. Hanging Feeder is specifi-
cally designed for the use with young quail, 
pheasant, and baby chicks. Unit is constructed 
out of heavy-duty polyethylene material 
to provide multiple seasons of trouble-free 
utilization. Kuhl 22 lbs. feeder is suspended by 
a center galvanized steel rod that will not rust, 
rot, or corrode.
EQP-03171............22 lbs................$22.25
EQP-03172............30 lbs................$31.75

Kuhl 50 lbs. Range Feeders

The Kuhl 300lb. Range Feeder is the most popular range 
feeder on the market. Features Include: New locks have been 
built into the lid, which now snaps into lock depressions in 
the body. This eliminates the lid from blowing off. The body 
is constructed out of heavy-duty plastic material, with re-
enforced ridges all the way around the sides. This allows the 
unit to easily handle 300 lbs. of feed. Feed adjustments from 
the pan to the body eliminate metal legs. Capacity: 300lb. 
Feeds approximately 300 birds or 3 feeders per 1,000 birds. 
EQP-03198.........................Poulty........................$420.00
EQP-03199.........................Quail.........................$420.00

Kuhl 300 lbs. Range Feeder

This new feeder is designed to be used for baby 
chicks on up to full grown quail or poultry. It is 
designed with a hinged lid and also a control in the 
center to raise or lower the body which in turn will 
regulate the height of feed in the pan. This is very 
essential in saving feed. The pan is 1-1/2” H with 
a 12” diameter (3.81 cms H 30.48 cms diameter). 
The feed capacity is 16 lbs. This unit can be used 
to greatly cut down the number of times it would 
be necessary to put in feed for the young birds. 
EQP-03192........................................$17.25

16 lbs. Plastic Feeder
50lb. Range Feeder combines quality and 
durabily to offer by far the best large capacity 
hanging feeder on the market. Special features 
include: Full 50lb. Capacity, durable polypro-
pylene plastic material provides ample strength 
for multiple seasons of trouble-free use feed 
saver grill significantly reduces amount of 
wasted feed. Dimensions: Over all height: 24” 
or 61cms. Pan: 4 3/4” High or 12cms x 22 1/2” 
Diameter or 57cms. Capacity: 50lbs.
EQP-03194.................................... $52.00

M - F 8:00 am - 4:30 pm     1-800-624-4493
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Kuhl Hanging Feeders

Kuhl 50 lbs. Hanging Feeder

Plastic Platform Stand elevates this feeder keeping 
the litter out of the feed. This stand is 2-3/4” H with 
a 20-1/2” diameter (6.99 cms diameter) which allows 
plenty of room around the feeder base for the birds to 
stand and eat.
 EQP-03179....................................... $22.00

Platform Stand
The Kuhl  50lb. Range Feeder features include: One piece rain shield design 
provides a 100% water proof barrier. Durable polypropylene plastic material 
provides ample strength for multiple seasons of trouble-free use feed saver 
grill significantly reduces amounts of wasted feed. Dimensions: Over all 
height: 24”  Pan: 4 3/4” High  x 22 1/2” Diameter  Rain Shield: 24” Diam-
eter Capacity: 50lbs.
EQP-03195...........Poultry...................Each.. ........................$141.50
EQP-03196...........Quail .....................2 Pack....................... $265.00
EQP-03197...........Chukkar................2 Pack....................... $265.00

The Emperor Feeder Provides fresh feed that is 
protected from the elements. Features a water diver-
sion system to direct rainfall into an attached drinker 
system. Large pan has a larger “lip” to reduce waste 
and offers a larger feeding area for birds with large 
beaks such as ducks and geese. The design of the 
Emperor Feeder ensures that feed loaded into the 
top will always fully cycle through the feeder. 110 
lb capacity. H= 27.5 “W=27”, Pan Height= 5”, Pan 
Dia=6”, Pan Depth=1” Wooden Legs that come with 
the feeder are 23.5” for optimal feeding height.
EQP-03109....................................... $158.00

Emperor 110 lbs. Range Feeder

These economy priced feeders are designed 
exclusively for the hobbyist. Feed saver lips 
minimize spillage. The 11 lb. & 22 lb. feeders 
feature adjustable levels. Anti-Scratch vanes help 
prevent crowding and feed waste.

EQP-03140.........11 lbs......................$15.65
EQP-03142.........22 lbs......................$32.85
EQP-03148..........11 lbs Cover.............$3.13
EQP-03149..........22 lbs Cover.............$3.13

Little Giant Hanging Feeder

Poultry Feeders



The nesting jar reduces storage space and 
its lug design makes attachment easy, while 
the low profile enhances stability. Jars are 
molded from durable, transparent polyethyl-
ene so the water level is always visible.

EQP-03105.............................. $5.75

1 Gallon Poultry
Waterer

These large capacity waterers are rust proof, 
dent proof, and easy to fill. The vacuum-sealed 
cap creates an automatic water flow. The rug-
ged handle makes transport around the yard 
easy. Jar snaps compactly into base.

EQP-03166..........3 Gallon......... $29.50
EQP-03168..........5 Gallon......... $33.90
EQP-03170..........7 Gallon..........$45.30

Plastic Poultry
Fount

Helps prevent water from freezing in tem-
peratures as low as 10F. Designed for use 
with both metal and plastic founts. Perfect 
for outdoor use in a dry, sheltered area. Cord 
should be protected from animals. 
EQP-03250..................SALE: $51.10

Electric Heater Base For 
Fount

The Combination drinker can be used in a 
variety of ways, it can be free standing on its 
base or it has the option to be stood on its own 
legs that are press fixed into the base and give 
a floor clearance of 7.5 cms, it can also be used 
as a hanging drinker using the extra strong 
handle that is fixed to the top of the drinker.

EQP-03175........1.6 Gallon........... $13.58
EQP-03175A......3.2 Gallon.......... $28.00

Combination Waterer

These dependable waterers hook up to any 
standard 1/2 “ NPT pipe to provide a limitless 
supply of clean water. Safely operates between 
10-70 PSI. Holds 2 pints of water and waters up 
to  175 Birds. Bowl measures 6 1/2 “ Diameter 
& 2 1/2” Deep.
EQP-03154...................................... $24.75

Automatic Game Bird & 
Poultry Fount - 2500

Automatic King Size 
Poultry Fount 2550 

Automatic Baby 
Chick Fount - 2525

Bowl Guard

These dependable waterers hook up to any 
standard 1/2 “ NPT pipe to provide a limit-
less supply of clean water. Safely operates 
between 10-70 PSI. Holds 1.5 Quarts of water 
and waters up to  250 Birds. Bowl measures 8 
1/2 “ Diameter & 2 3/4” Deep.
EQP-03158....................................$31.25

These dependable waterers hook up to any stan-
dard 1/2 “ NPT pipe to provide a limitless supply 
of clean water. Safely operates between 10-70 
PSI. This extra shallow bowl help reduce the risk 
of baby birds drowning. Holds 1 1/2 pints of water 
and waters up to 200 baby chicks.Bowl measures 
7 1/4” in diameter & 1 3/4 “ Deep
EQP-03156....................................... $27.50

Accessory for th King Size 2550 & Game Bird 
2500 Founts. Acts as an anti roosting device. 
Helps prevent debris from getting in the water.
EQP-03159......................................... $9.49

Poultry Waterers #1 Selling Waterer - 2500 Auto Poultry Fount

8 Product Videos - Youtube.com/flemingoutdoors

This low voltage super plastic heated pet 
bowl will keep your pet’s water from freez-
ing. It is thermostatically controlled so it will 
operate only when necessary keeping the 
contents at the right temperature.  60 Watts, 
11” Diameter. 5-foot Heavy-duty anti-chew 
cord protector .
PET-72238................................... $25.00

Heated 1.5 Gallon Bowl

This all seasons heated poultry fount is thermo-
statically controlled to keep water from freezing 
during the winter. It has an electrical connection 
on the base to allow it to be used all year. It holds 
3 gallons of water. Plug extension cord into unit 
during the winter months. Operates automatically. 
Unplug extension cord during warm months and 
use as regular waterer. Size: 100 WATT. 
EQP-03255..........................................$38.50

Plastic Heated Poultry
Fount - 3 Gallon

Thermo Cube
Save energy and equipment by running it 
only when necessary with the Thermo Cube® 
Thermostatically Controlled Outlet. Plugs into 
a standard electrical outlet and turns power on 
automatically according to outside air tempera-
ture. Use with stock tank deicers, pond deicers, 
heaters in unheated rooms or well houses. Hook 
up to light and use as freeze warning device in 
cabins and homes. Turns on when temperature 
falls below 35° F, and off when temperature rises 
above 45° F 
EQP-02251......................................... $12.95
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The Quick Clean Tripod Waterer has three 
legs to stand up and out of the bedding to 
reduce coiling of water tray. Legs elevate 
waterer 5”. Simple design that’s easy to 
clean and refill. To fill remove red lid and 
add water. Ideally refill with a hose because 
it’s heavy to carry when filled to the top. 
Worked both indoors and outdoors.
EQP-03025............................... $29.00

3 Gallon Tripod Waterer

Waterers are constructed of heavy gauge galva-
nized steel with rolled edges for safety. Features 
arched inner handles for added strength. Brass 
valves and rubber seals produce a positive water 
shut-off. Seams tested to prevent leaks.Also 
feature locking pin.
EQP-03160............2 Gallon...........$29.45
EQP-03162............3 Gallon...........$36.95
EQP-03164............5 Gallon...........$39.95

Double Wall Metal
Poultry Fount

The Tripod Poultry and Chicken Waterer is a 
large capacity waterer and elevated so it keep 
water cleaner. Base is 5.5” Above ground. 
Suited for: adults. - Number of birds: 100

EQP-03026....................................... $47.50

8 Gallon Tripod 
Waterer

Carry water to your backyard flock and water 
them in the same bucket! Sturdy galvanized 
steel has rolled edges for safety. You won’t 
find anything easier to fill, carry, and clean. 
1-gallon size with built-in handle is perfect for 
small poultry flocks.. 
EQP-03111..................................... $10.50

1 Gallon Galvanized
Bucket Waterer

Never carry water to your birds again! 
Great new design includes a 0.75 inch 
hose that attaches to a standard garden 
hose for a continuous flow of fresh water 
for your flock. Measures 14 inch long by 
12.75 inch wide by 10.5 inch high, holds 
5 quarts.

EQP-03137.............................. $28.55

Automatic Poultry Waterer With Cover

Baby Chick Cage
Nipple Waterer

Baby Chick and 
Gamebird Waterer

The Baby Chicken Cage Waterer keeps water 
clean and fresh for your baby chicks. Chick 
Nipple Drinker includes a metal hanging bracket. 
1 liter capacity.Wire Cage Bracket fits to most 
poultry cages.
EQP-03027........................................... $5.50

Baby Chick and Gamebird Waterer is revolu-
tionary to the poultry industry. Special Features 
Include: Narrow watering area to help prevent 
smaller birds from drowning including: pheasant, 
quail, bantam and any other baby chicks. Size 1 
Gallon.
EQP-03174.........................................$9.45

Chicken Nipples - 10 Pk.

The Hen Hydrator Waterer keeps your water clean 
and helps prevent disease. The translucent bucket 
allows easy viewing of the water level. Blue color 
provides UV protection to prevent algae growth. 
Gravity-fee hen hydrator provides access to clean 
water on demand Lid fits tightly to prevent spills 
and protects contents while easy to remove fill 
plug alllows for refilling 4 nipples can accommo-
date 4 birds each. 3.5 Gallon Capacity.. 
EQP-03000.........................................$19.95

Hen Hydrator Waterer

Each unit has a 360 degree stainless steel nipple 
head with removable lower parts for easy cleaning. 
Item is easy to install in PVC pipe, a five gallon pail 
bucket or container. Just simply screw in to your 
drilled hole. No experience necessary. Red color 
design attracts fowl to find them fast to use. 
EQP-03101............................................$6.75
EQP-03101...................10 +..................$5.80

The Chicken Cage Cups are for feed-
ing and watering caged birds. Handy 
to use during show season. Great for 
Chickens and Rabbits. Colors avail-
able: Green, Blue, Yellow and Red
 H=2.25”, W=3.75”

EQP-03442......................... $1.50

Chicken Cage 
Cups



Poultry Waterers
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Complete with Pressure Reducing Valve, 5 feet tubing, 
ready to screw onto water faucet, adjustable water level, 9” 
diameter, 4” overall height with bowl height of 2”. Gives 
28” of watering space. 5 Waterer Kit Contains: 5 Drinkers,  
18 Hose clamps, 25 ft. Tubing,  1 Pressure reducing valve 

EQP-03150.............1 Waterer.......................... $50.00
EQP-03152.............5 Waterer Kit.................... $89.55
EQP-03153.............9” Drinker Only.................$11.40

Low Pressure Automatic
Waterers

The above shut-off can be connected in any water 
line so just by pushing through it will shut off 
the flow of water from the source to the drinker 
enabling you to disconnect the drinker to clean or 
remove. 
EQP-03185............................................ $3.70

Water Shut Off

 Can be used with any type automatic 
waterer listed in this catalog where 
a problem is encountered with either 
high or low water pressure. This unit 
equalizes the water pressure lines and 

it helps the automatic waterer work much better. There are many instances, 
especially in large installations, where a pressure regulator should be used 
where the water pressure may be extremely high. In this instance, we would 
definitely suggest our No. PR-200G Pressure Regulator.  
EQP-03186.....................................................................................$78.95

Pressure Regulator 
W/Pressure Gauge

The Kuhl Plus-One Automatic Hanging Waterer 
is the most popular waterer currently offered in 
our product line. Unit is complete with every-
thing needed to connect up to the water source: 
water pipe saddle connector, 8ft. of PVC hose, 
8ft. of durable hanging rope, Operation Capac-
ity: 90-100 broilers per unit, 70-80 breeders per 
unit, 40-50 turkeys per unit. 
Works on Low Pressure System 4-6 psi
EQP-03180...........................................$34.70

Kuhl Plus One Automatic 
Waterer

The Automatic Blue Bird Poultry Waterer fea-
tures adjustable water setting; waters up to 50 
birds depending on size; works with high pres-
sure (ratio 10-60 PSI); comes with low pressure 
hose, hanging rope and connector to water hose. 
Easy connects to water hose.
 EQP-03444......................................$46.65

Bluebird Automatic
Waterer

T his valve can be used for a small 
system of 1 to 2 cups or a large sys-
tem designed to support 1500 quail. 
Supplies 5 lb. water pressure to 
drink cups. Includes 5/16” and 1/4’ 
hose barbs and 2ft normal pressure 
hose with connector.
EQP-03187................... $29.85

Pressure Regulator

Female Hose Connector For 1/4’’ Hose -Use this fit-
ting whenever you need to connect 1/4” hose or tub-
ing to water faucet that has garden hose connection.
EQP-03183............................................... $4.19

1/4” Low Pressure Female 
Hose Connector

This inexpensive tubing is ideal for low pressure 
systems. Not supplied with fittings. 1/4” Tubing. 
Color -Blue. 
EQP-03189......................................... $21.15

1/4” Low Pressure
Hose 50 Ft.

Has connector with 1/4” hose barb & 3/8” pipe threads, 2 plastic 
nuts with 3/8” pipe threads. Requires 11/16” hole in water tank. 
Tank and tubing is not supplied. May require silicone glue to 
prevent leaking.
EQP-03181................................................................. $7.35

1/4” Low Pressure Water 
Tank Fitting

Tube Clamp for 1/4” Low Pressure Hose.
EQP-03188.................................... $5.70

1/4” Low Pressure Tube 
Clamp 18/Pk

For use with 1/4” hose or tubing when you need 
to run hose to another pen.  10 Pack
EQP-03182............T-Fitting...............$9.35
EQP-03184.............Splicer.................$5.51

T Fitting and Splicer

New - Bluebird Waterer - No Regulator Required
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20 Quart Flatback Feed Bucket

Feed Bin With Stand
270 lbs.

Buckets are molded from tough poly-
ethylene resin that is impact resistant 
and protects against warpage and stress 
cracks. Features improved handle design 
for wear and tear. Available in Blue, Red 
and Green. 
EQP-02162...............................$23.50

70 Quart Muck Bucket 
With Handles

Feed Bin with Stand, Holds 270 Pounds 
of Feed in a translucent bin with a lock-
ing plastic slide dispensing system that 
keeps rodents out. Feed fills from the top, 
dispenses from the bottom for freshness. 
Stand is powder-coated steel. Manu-
factured from roto-molded high impact 
plastic for strength and durability. Size: 
49” X 18” x 30” Weight 60 lbs.. 

EQP-02131..............................$312.00

Buckets are made for polyethylene resin that 
is impact resistant, protects against warpage 
and helps prevent stress cracks. The Flat 
Back fits more compactly against a wall or 
fence.20 Qt Capacity with Metal Handle. 
EQP-02235.............................10.60
Colors: Blue, Red, Green, Teal, Pink
Yellow, Purple, Black & Navy

Scoops are heavy-duty polypropylene. 
Perfect for scooping grain around the 
farm. Colors: Blue, Red, Hot Pink, 
Green.
EQP-02542..............................7.80

Scoops are made of heavy gauge galvanized 
steel. Perfect for scooping grain around the 
farm. Features riveted handles.

EQP-02540........................................11.20

3 Quart Plastic 
Feed Scoop

4 Quart Metal Feed 
Scoop

These 2 quart capacity nursing bot-
tles are made of strong and durable 
polyethylene. Nipples are made from 
a special rubber formula to prolong 
nipple life and improve pliability. 
Includes 2 Qt Bottle w/ calf nipple.
EQP-02528...........................5.05

2 Quart Nursing 
Bottle With Nipple

This all-purpose utility pan is made of 
heavy-gauge galvanized steel. Rust resistant 
properties make it ideal for outdoor use.
PET 72220....................................6.30

Everfull bowl is a 13 qt. galv outdoor 
water dish that automatically stays full. 
This easy to use bowl attaches to any 
garden hose or tap and automatically fills 
to perfect drinking level. 
PET 72030...........................29.85

13 Quart Galvanized 
Auto Waterer

13 Quart Galvanized 
Feed Pan

DuraFlex Rubber Feed Pans are even more 
crackproof, crushproof and freezeproof 
than plastic. DuraFlex feed pans have 
always been a favorite around the farm.
3 Gallon Capacity.
EQP-02200....................................13.20

3 Gallon Rubber
Feed Pan

Outdoor water dish that automatically 
stays full. This easy to use bowl attaches 
to any garden hose or tap and automati-
cally fills to perfect drinking level. The 
Everfull bowl is float valve controlled. 
PET 72010.........5 Qt.................21.15
PET 72020.........3 Gal...............26.50

Everfull Bowl Auto 
Waterer

Plastic feed pans have always been a favor-
ite around the farm. Feed pans are made for 
polyethylene resin that is impact resistant, 
protects against warpage and helps prevent 
stress cracks. 5 Quart Capacity  Blue or 
Green
PET 72227..................................4.60

5 Quart Feed Pan



Auto Coop Doors Solar Kit Fits Both Basic and Advanced Doors
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Automatic Chicken Coop Door - Heavy Duty

The new Heavy Duty Automatic Chicken Coop Door comes ready-to-use. The new heavy duty construc-
tion features an all weather aluminum door that will not warp or break due to the elements. Provides a 
clean sliding action that does not catch or stop. Frame material is a hard composite material .75” thick that 
will not break, splinter or rot and provides a sturdy frame with easy cleaning surface. This Heavy Duty 
Automatic Chicken Coop Doors is hands down the best on the market. Concealed motor with no hanging 
wires, switches or exposed parts. Motor comes with a 1 Year manufactures warranty. 

The door frame is 33” x 12” x 3”. Just attach the frame over a 10.5” wide x 12” tall opening in your chick-
en coop and plug it in to an extension cord.  Best of all, this is a complete kit that requires no assembly. No 
technical experience or mechanical skill is required. Install this in three easy steps:

Advanced Models: The Advanced Model includes Sunrise, Sunset Capability for the opening of the door.

Features
• LCD Display
• On Board Instructions (no paper required)
• AM/PM or 24-hour clock option
• Door Calibration with Stop and Step Functions for fine tuning open and close positions
• Battery Accessibility, Snap Fit Lid
• Low Battery Warning Indicator, on Screen
• LED Warning Indicator Light
• Sealed Gearbox and Bearings
• Lithium IC Clock (time is unaffected by outages)
• Battery Backup if Electrical Power Fails (Through the 4 AA Batteries).

EQP-03435.........................Basic.................................................................................................$245.00
EQP-03436.........................Advanced.........................................................................................$285.00

Solar Kit For Automatic Chicken Coop Door

Our “plug and play” Solar Kit works with both our Basic and Advanced Models. It is specifically 
designed for our Auto Door so no retrofit is necessary. Just plug in our Solar Kit in place of the power 
adapter we ship with every product. If you are currently using expensive batteries to power your Auto 
Door, check it out! Our Solar Panel provides a constant trickle charge to its integrated rechargeable bat-
tery unit—no battery replacements required ever again!!

Our complete Auto Door Solar Kit consists of the following: 
-One Solar Panel w/ mounting stake and bracket for roof or wall mount
-One sealed Battery Pack w/ internal regulator
-One power chord (from Auto Door Control Box to the Battery Pack)
-One screw and drywall insert (for Battery Pack Mounting)
EQP-03495................................................................................................................$95.00

The Automatic Chicken Coop Door Motor - only includes the digital timer/motor and adapter. Great 
for custom designed chicken coop doors. These motors come with all the features of the door just 
without the sliding door and door frame.

When you consider the cost to raise a hen to maturity and the value of the eggs that hen will lay in 
her entire life, experts value one mature hen at $80. That means, if the Automatic Chicken Coop 
Door saves two of your hens from a predator, it will pay for itself! Just think how many chickens you 
would have now if you had discovered this a few days ago!

EQP-03437.........................Basic........................................................................................$180.00
EQP-03438.........................Advanced.................................................................................$200.00

Timer/Motors For Automatic Chicken Coop Door
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Chicken Coops

The Chick-N-House is the perfect starter home for 2 to 4 hens. This cozy little coop will 
keep your hens safe and secure. Offers most of the amenities found in our larger coops. 
Made from top grade lumber with tongue and groove construction, non-toxic stain, 
rustproof galvanized wire and a waterproof shingle roof. Offers easy access and clean-
ing with a lift-up hinged roof, 2 front doors and removable wooden side panel. The 3 
removeable roost, lift-out floor panels, locking door and fresh air vents make raising your 
small flock easy. By adding the Chick-N-Pen (sold separately) your chickens will have 
access to a safe and secure outdoor area for scratching and foraging. Assembles with 
only a screwdriver required. Dimensions: 45.25”W x 31”D x 32.25”H.
EQP-03478...................................................................................................$390.00

Chick-N-House - 1460

The Chick-N-Cabin is the perfect home for 4 to 6 hens. This cozy little coop will keep 
your hens safe and secure. Made from top grade lumber with tongue and groove con-
struction, non-toxic stain, rustproof galvanized wire and a waterproof shingle roof. Of-
fers easy access and cleaning with 2 removable screen front panels, a rear access cleanup 
door, removable wooden side panel and a side access door. The 4 removable roost, 
lift-out floor panels, locking door and fresh air vents make raising your small flock easy. 
By adding the Chick-N-Pen (sold separately) your chickens will have access to a safe 
and secure outdoor area for scratching and foraging. Assembles with only a screwdriver 
required. Dimensions: 48”W x 45.25”D x 37.25”H
EQP-03479...................................................................................................$520.00

Chick-N-Cabin - 1461

The Chick-N-Lodge is the perfect home for 4 to 6 hens. This cozy little coop will keep 
your hens safe and secure. Made from top grade lumber with tongue and groove con-
struction, non-toxic stain, rustproof galvanized wire and a waterproof shingle roof. Offers 
easy access and cleaning with a large screen front door, a rear access cleanup door and 
a removable wooden side panel. The 3 removable roost, lift-out floor panels, attachable 
access ramp, covered screened porch and convenient storage compartment make raising 
your small flock easy. Add a Universal Chick-N-Nest Box (sold separately) for easy egg 
gathering. Assembles with only a screwdriver required. Dimensions: 64”W x 43.5”D x 
55.25”HEQP-03481.........................................................................................$655.00

Chick-N-Lodge - 1463

The Chick-N-Villa is the perfect home for 4 to 6 hens. This cozy little coop will keep 
your hens safe and secure. Made from top grade lumber with tongue and groove 
construction, non-toxic stain, rustproof galvanized wire and a waterproof shingle roof. 
Offers easy access and cleaning with a large screen front door, a rear access cleanup door 
and a removable wooden side panel. The 2 removable roost, lift-out floor panels, attach-
able access ramp, covered screened porch and convenient storage compartment make 
raising your small flock easy. By adding the Chick-N-Pen (sold separately) your chickens 
will have access to a safe and secure outdoor area for scratching and foraging. Assembles 
with only a screwdriver required. Dimensions: 69.5”W x 33.75”D x 50”H.
EQP-03480...................................................................................................$635.00

Chick-N-Villa - 1462

Universal Chick-N-Nest Box - 1475
Simply attach to the proper access port on any of the Premium 
Pens and lift the roof top door to access the eggs inside. Complete 
with removable floors and locking roof top door. Easy to assemble 
with only a screwdriver required.  Fits Chick-N-House, Chick-N-
Cabin, Chick-N-Villa and Chick-N-Lodge. Dimensions: 23.25”W 
x 15.5”D x 15.5”H.   EQP-03476...................................$63.50

Warranty & Return Policy For Wooden Chicken / Rabbit Hutches & Coops: Ware manufacturing will warranty all of their products specifically. We do not ac-
cept returns for any of the wooden chicken coops or rabbit hutches by Ware Manufacturing. If there is any part missing or damaged Ware will send you replacement 
parts for your product. Please contact us asap if anything is damaged or missing and we will get you the parts within 2-5 days. Thank You.

M - F 8:00 am - 4:30 pm     1-800-624-4493



Chicken Coops Top Seller Chick-N-Barn Wooden Coop
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Just right for the smaller backyard flock (recommended for 4-6 chickens), the Ware 
Chick-N-Hutch is designed for years of function. It has a hinged waterproof shingle 
roof and front panel for easy access and cleaning. It also features removable wind 
guards, an adjustable perch, a rear egg door, pull pan, and coated .5 x 1-inch floor wire, 
making it a perfect blend of convenience and value.

Made with the finest exterior-grade plywood with a non-toxic red stain, this hutch dis-
plays excellent craftsmanship. It arrives ready-to-assemble, needing only a screw driver. 
The assembled hutch measures 3 ft. 6 in. L x 2 ft. W x 3 ft. 2 in. H. The cage wire size 
is 1 x 1 inch with a center wire door. EQP-03470...........................................$189.20

Chick-N-Hutch Wooden Chicken Coop

Chick-N-Rabbit Pen
An ideal way to extend your flock’s living space, the Ware 
Chick-N-Pen easily attaches to the Chick-N-Hutch. The pen also 
features a wide-opening front door for ease of access and assem-
bles in minutes with a screwdriver. The assembled pen measures 
3 ft. 4 in. L x 5 ft. W x 3 ft. H. The wire size is 1 x 1 inch.
NOTE: The Chick-N-Rabbit Pen is not fully enclosed. One side 
is open to allow for attachment. This run cannot be freestanding 
or chickens will get out. 
EQP-03471............................................................$189.75

Chick-N-Hutch Door 
Swings Open with Latch

The Large Chick-N-Barn - Chicken Hutch by Ware is the ultimate housing for your 
pampered poultry, this stylish designer Chicken Barn is perfect for your urban flock 
(the Barn is rated for 6-9 average size hens)It has hinged side lids for easy access, 3 egg 
collection doors, 2 sliding chicken entries and room for a roost. Interior roosting perch 
included. Made of exterior grade plywood that is coated with a non-toxic red stain. Has 
rust resistant wire. The roof has a green roof cap. Nesting boxes NOT included. Chick 
N Barn does not have a floor for easier cleaning.

Match your Chick-N-Barn with the Chick-N-Yard for a secure, safe habitat for your 
feathered friends, add a second yard for more room or larger flocks. Chick-N-Barn is 
sold individually. Easy to assemble with just ascrewdriver. Dimensions: 51” x 43” x 
46.5” (WxDxH) EQP-03472........................................................................$435.00

Chick-N-Barn Wooden Chicken Coop

Chick-N-Yard
A great way to extend your flock’s living space, the Ware 
Chick-N-Yard easily attaches to the Chick-N-Barn. The yard 
also features easy-access side and end doors and assembles 
in minutes with a screwdriver. The assembled yard measures 
3 ft. 9 in. L x 3 ft. 9 in. W x 2 ft. 3 in. H. The galvanized, 
welded wire size is 1 x 1 inch.
Chick-N-Yard is not fully enclosed. One side is open to allow 
for attachment. This run cannot be freestanding or chickens 
will get out. EQP-03473.......................................$157.50

Backyard Chicken or Rabbit Hutch
The Ware Premium + Backyard Hutch 
provides your small pet with a nice outdoor 
shelter. Great for rabbits, guinea pigs, and 
even chickens. Easy assembly that only 
requires a screwdriver and ready in minutes. 
Easy to move around the yard and place 
wherever you need it. Gives your pet 7 sq. 
ft. of living space. Dimensions are 24.5” x 
56” x 20.75” (WxDxH).
EQP-04220..................................$95.00

Designed to fit the Chick-N-Hutch 
and Chicken-N-Barn. Sturdily 
crafted of unstained exterior-
grade plywood, this nesting box is 
designed for years of use. Shipped 
fully assembled. Measures 12L x 
12.5W x 12.5H inches. 

EQP-03475....................$15.35

Chick-N-Nesting Box

Warranty & Return Policy For Wooden Chicken / Rabbit Hutches & Coops: Ware manufacturing will warranty all of their products specifically. We do not ac-
cept returns for any of the wooden chicken coops or rabbit hutches by Ware Manufacturing. If there is any part missing or damaged Ware will send you replacement 
parts for your product. Please contact us asap if anything is damaged or missing and we will get you the parts within 2-5 days. Thank You.
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Made of high-density, impact resistant polyethylene that is easy to keep clean and will 
not rust, rot or corrode. Mounts securely on wall with slide-type screw holes. Sloped 
roof prevents roosting. Mounts to 16” on center studs. Ventilation holes for fresh air. 
Perch gives hens a place to land before entering nest. 

Hang three units vertically and fit within recommended guidelines - first unit should be 
24” off ground to protect from predators . Top unit will be low enough from ceiling to 
prevent roosting.

Size: L 16.5” x W 15.88” x H 19.75”
EQP-04051..........................Plastic Nest Box Each.......................................$24.30
EQP-04051..........................Plastic Nest Box 6 Or More Price....................$21.50

Plastic Chicken Nesting Box

The ChickBox Nest Box replaces wood, metal and plastic nesting boxes. Roll Out Tray 
(Sold Separately) prevents hens from eating eggs. Comes in either yellow or brown. 
The perch assembly easily slides out, providing full access to clean the ChickBox. May 
be washed or hosed down for cleaning. Will not rot or rust like metal or wood laying 
boxes. Since it’s injection molded, there are no cracks or crevices for poultry mites (red 
mites) to hide. 

The Chickbox comes so that you can add Chickboxes as you go. It has a unique design 
that allows you to attach another Chickbox to either side of the Chickbox. This is a 
great feature so you can add nest boxes as your flock increases in size. 
Size: Box—H=15.25”, W=12.5”, Perch—L=12”, W=9.25”
EQP-04096............................Brown or Yellow.............................................$61.50
EQP-04098............................Roll Out Bottom With Flap...........................$12.95

ChickBox With Perch

Fowl Stuff Plastic Nest Box With Perch

With the chicken tractor nest box you can collect eggs from outside. Mount 
it thru the wall of a chicken tractor or coop and you’ll be able to collect 
eggs from outside thru a large 6 5/8” diameter access hole. A tapered yel-
low plug fits snug into the hole keeping the rain and wind out, making this 
the most weathertight chicken tractor nest box available. A marine grade 
bungee cord is also supplied to insure the plug isn’t pushed out from inside.
Size: 20.25” x 12.5” x 12.5”
EQP-04078..................................................................................$29.15

Fowl Stuff Plastic Nest Box With Perch
For Chicken Tractor

The Fowl Stuff single hole nest box securely fastens to a wooden wall using screws and 
fender washers supplied with this “complete” heavy-duty unit. No additional bracing 
or supports are required or recommended. The 6” opening, in the cover, is large enough 
for most standard chickens, including all bantams and most large fowl hens up to about 
6 ½ pounds. For extra heavy breeds the cover hole may be increased to 8”. Ribbing on 
the inside of the cover reveals the outline of the area that is specially designed to be cut 
out for this propose. In some climates vent holes may be beneficial. They can be added 
as needed using a small diameter hole saw and located on the sides of the box, near the 
back (wall).  Size: 20.25” x 12.5” x 12.5”
EQP-04076..........................Plastic Nest Box Each.......................................$24.30
EQP-04076..........................Plastic Nest Box 6 Or More Price....................$21.50
EQP-04077..........................Cover & Perch Only..........................................$11.75
EQP-04077..........................Cover & Perch Only 6 Or More Price.............$10.25

M - F 8:00 am - 4:30 pm     1-800-624-4493



Conventional Laying Nests
Kuhl 2-Hole Nest is two tier in construc-
tion. This nest incorporates all of the advance-
ments in modern nest design including plastic 
nest bottoms and perches. This unit is ideal 
for smaller pens that do not have the room for 
our larger nest models. Dimensions: 12”L x 
12”W x 34 1/2”H. 8 to 10 birds per nest. 
EQP-04057.............................. $155.00

Kuhl 4-Hole Nest is two tier in construc-
tion. This nest incorporates all of the advance-
ments in modern nest design including plastic 
nest bottoms and perches. This unit is ideal 
for smaller pens that do not have the room for 
our larger nest models. Dimensions: 24”L x 
12”W x 34 1/2”H. 8 to 10 birds per nest. 
EQP-04058............................. $175.00

Kuhl 6-Hole Nest is two tier in construc-
tion. This nest incorporates all of the advance-
ments in modern nest design including plastic 
nest bottoms and perches. This unit is ideal 
for smaller pens that do not have the room for 
our larger nest models. Dimensions: 36”L x 
12”W x 34 1/2”H. 8 to 10 birds per nest. 
EQP-04059...............................$195.00

Kuhl 8-Hole Nest is two tier in construc-
tion. This nest incorporates all of the advance-
ments in modern nest design including plastic 
nest bottoms and perches. This unit is ideal 
for smaller pens that do not have the room for 
our larger nest models. Dimensions: 48”L x 
12”W x 34 1/2”H. 8 to 10 birds per nest. 
EQP-04058.............................. $249.00

Kuhl 10-Hole Nest  -  Size: 36”L x 33”H x 60”W        EQP-04061..................$269.00

Rollout Laying Nests
Kuhl 4-Hole Roll Out Nest Features: 
Heavy-duty plastic perches and nest bottoms.
Eggs safely roll down the front of the nest 
for easy collection. Incorporate the use of 
our plastic nest pads and make a completely 
sanitizable unit. Roll-out bottom dramatically 
reduces egg breakage. Size: 24”L x 12”W x 
34.5” H. EQP-04052..................$309.00

Kuhl 6-Hole Roll Out Nest Features: 
Heavy-duty plastic perches and nest bottoms.
Eggs safely roll down the front of the nest 
for easy collection. Incorporate the use of 
our plastic nest pads and make a completely 
sanitizable unit. Roll-out bottom dramatically 
reduces egg breakage. Size: 36”L x 12”W x 
34.5” H. EQP-04053..................$315.00

Kuhl 8-Hole Roll Out Nest Features: 
Heavy-duty plastic perches and nest bottoms.
Eggs safely roll down the front of the nest 
for easy collection. Incorporate the use of 
our plastic nest pads and make a completely 
sanitizable unit. Roll-out bottom dramatically 
reduces egg breakage. Size: 48”L x 12”W x 
34.5” H. EQP-04054..................$368.00

Kuhl 10-Hole Roll Out Nest Heavy-
duty plastic perches and nest bottoms.Eggs 
safely roll down the front of the nest for easy 
collection. Incorporate the use of our plastic 
nest pads and make a completely sanitizable 
unit. Roll-out bottom dramatically reduces 
egg breakage. Size: 60”L x 12”W x 34.5” H. 
EQP-04055................................$423.00

Kuhl 10-Hole Rear Roll Out Nest  - EQP-04056......................................$487.00

Big Bird Laying Nests
Kuhl 2-Hole Big Bird Nest are 
specifically designed for the use with larger, 
heavier breed birds that do not comfortably fit 
in conventional sized laying nests. Nests are 
also built to withstand the increased weight of 
the heavier birds. Nest is 24” Tall & 14” Deep 
for larger bird. 
EQP-04062.................................. $198.00

Kuhl 3-Hole Big Bird Nest are 
specifically designed for the use with larger, 
heavier breed birds that do not comfortably fit 
in conventional sized laying nests. Nests are 
also built to withstand the increased weight of 
the heavier birds. Nest is 24” Tall & 14” Deep 
for larger bird. 
EQP-04063................................$209.00

Kuhl 4-Hole Big Bird Nest are 
specifically designed for the use with larger, 
heavier breed birds that do not comfortably fit 
in conventional sized laying nests. Nests are 
also built to withstand the increased weight of 
the heavier birds. Nest is 24” Tall & 14” Deep 
for larger bird. 
EQP-04064................................ $243.00

Kuhl 5-Hole Big Bird Nest are 
specifically designed for the use with larger, 
heavier breed birds that do not comfortably fit 
in conventional sized laying nests. Nests are 
also built to withstand the increased weight of 
the heavier birds. Nest is 24” Tall & 14” Deep 
for larger bird. 
EQP-04065..................................$279.00

Kuhl 10-Hole Big Bird Nest  -  EQP-04066................................................. $508.00
Great for Black Giants, Wyandotte, Brahma, Orpington, 

Rhode Island Red, Barred Rocks

Rivot Gun Kit  -  Required for all 8 & 10 Hole 
Nests. EQP-04075......................................$25.44

Sales & Info - Visit Us At blog.flemingoutdoors.com
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Plastic Rollout Nests 
Plastic roll-out nest bottom for replacement or 
conversion. Unit is made out of heavy-duty plastic 
material to provide multiple seasons of trouble-free 
utilization. 
EQP-04072..........Rollout Nest................ $10.55
EQP-04073..........Rollout Nest Pad........... $4.90

This new nest bottom will now be supplied in 
all Kuhl nests. It corrects the biggest problem 
on wear on all metal nests in that manure and 
broken eggs eat right through metal bottoms. The 
plastic bottom will not rust, rot or corrode. It has 
adjustable ends that allow it to fit practically all 
nests with a 12” front. It is 12” deep x 12” wide 
or 30.48 x 30.48 cms. The 2 end flaps are 2-1/4” 
and are molded to be flexible to fit the size of the 
nest.EQP-04070................................... $4.50

Plastic Nest Bottom

Nest Pad
The new Kuhl Plastic Nest Pads are designed 
with a slotted base as pictured, not only to allow 
air circulation but also to allow droppings to go 
through the nest pad. This greatly reduces the 
bacteria growth due to wet nest material. Wash-
ing and disinfecting pads is made easy because 
they are all plastic and water can go through the 
pad giving you a far more sanitary operation. 
EQP-04071.............................SALE: $3.85

The Roll Out nest tray improves hygiene 
and speeds up egg collection. Keeps eggs 
cleaner as they roll away after being laid. Flap 
prevents any egg pecking or soiling. Designed 
specifically for ChickBox. Roll Out Tray—
L=17.5”, W=12.5”, Flap—L=5.25”, W=11” 

EQP-04098...................................$12.95
EQP-04073....Rollout Nest Pad.... $4.90

Plastic Roll-Out Nest With Flap

Poultry Catching 
Net 36”

The new and improved KUHL Catch 
Nets are completely redesigned to pro-
vide increased durability and a lighter 
weight unit. Attached to the heavy-duty 
wooden handle is a molded saddle that 
connects to the top wire brace of the 

net. The newly remodeled KUHL Catch Net is available with the standard 
36” deep net pocket. The heavy-duty wooden handle and adapters are 48” 
in length. All handles are equipped with a durable rubber grip (as pictured) 
that increases accuracy and provides unsurpassed comfort. 
EQP-03940................................................................................... $94.85

Plastic Handle Fowl Catcher
The newest in fowl catchers, a smooth plastic handle which means no 
splinters like the old wooden type. The heavy gauge wire shaft and hook 
is driven into this handle and makes it the most ideal fowl catcher ever 
produced. Length 49” EQP-03944...............................................$15.79

This Kuhl Plastic Chick Box has four indi-
vidual dividing compartments. Each would 
hold 25 chicks with a total capacity of 100 
chicks per box. It is nestable and stackable, 
in other words, it can be stacked when filled 
and it is only necessary to use a lid on the 
top box. It can be turned and reversed the 
other way and nested when empty. Dimen-
sions: 26.4” L x 18.5” W x 6.3” H . Colors: 
Blue, Yellow & White
EQP-03951................................ $21.15

Chick Boxes

Laying Nests
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Plastic Nest Box
Open

Better than metal nests, and costs less! The 
Little Giant Single Open Nesting Box is 
made of high-density, impact-resistant poly-
ethylene that will not rust, rot, or corrode. 
The plastic surface is easy to keep clean and 
does not get as cold as metal. Hen-friendly 
design features an open back and top to 
allow better ventilation and easier access 

to eggs in some coops. The front edge helps prevent loss of bedding and the 
slightly graded floor leads to a back drainage hole. Mounts securely on wall with 
slide-type screw holes or sits squarely on a shelf. 17 inch long by 11.9 inch wide 
by 11.9 inch high, space-saving modular layout can be mounted vertically or side 
by side on 16 inch on-center studs.
.EQP-04051-1......................................................................................... $9.50

The Farm Innovators Plastic Nesting Box 
provides a safe, dark and secure place for 
hens to lay eggs. The durable plastic material 
is easy to clean and will not rust, rot or cor-
rode. The curved roof prevents roosting and 
a sturdy perch provides easy access for hens. 
The floor is sloped for drainage and air holes 
provide ventilation. Custom air holes provide 
ventilation. Mounts easily to wall or studs that 
are 16 Inch on center. Weight 3.5 lbs. Size: 
Approximately 20 x 17.5 x 13 inches.

.EQP-04068................................Each Price............................... $24.30

.EQP-04068................................6 + Price................................... $21.50

Farm Innovators 
Plastic Nest Box



Plastic Quail Coop
The KUHL COOP-6-Q offers an alterna-
tive from our KUHL COOP-Q-5 which 
has been the standard of the industry for 
many years. This new unit offers greater 
versatility with the addition of a top 
swinging door. The side door remains as 

the sliding fashion. The KUHL COOP-6-Q is made out of high density poly-
ethylene, UV stabilized material.  Capacity 13 birds.
EQP-03401....................................................................................... $62.50

Made of heavy duty, long lasting plastic 
-ideal for handling, holding or shipping 
quail. Raised top corner fits bottom for stack-
ing several high with solid bottom to protect 
lower birds, has positive spring latch. When 
released birds, side door slides open to let 
birds walk out without excitement. Low 4 1/2” Headroom helps eliminate 
bruised birds.Out side Dimensions 27” x 18” x 6 1/2” Capacity 13 birds.  
EQP-03400..................................................................................... $62.50

Solid Top Coop is designed with a fast 
fill door which also works as an exit door 
when flipped upside down. Solid top 
eliminates light and droppings falling 
through since the bottom is a special per-
forated floor for stability gripping by the 
gamebirds with no caught or broken toes. 

Designed not to catch wings or tails Outside dimensions: 25 1/2”L x 20 1/2”W 
x 7 1/2”H. EQP-03410..................................................................... $54.60

Solid Top Game Bird Coop

Plastic Fast Fill 
Game Bird Coop 7

The KUHL COOP-7 is equipped with a “fast 
fill”, push-in end door that automatically falls 
in place after the bird is inserted inside the 
coop. This coop is also outfitted with a quick 
release door on the opposite end that provides 
easy releasing of your fowl.  Please note that 
the automatic swinging door closes after the 

fowl has been inserted inside the coop providing escape free utilization.  Dimen-
sions: 38” L x 23” W x 10 ½” H. Capacity 12 Birds.
 EQP-03403..................................................................................... $121.50

Newly designed game bird coop is ideal for 
transporting and releasing pheasants of all 
sizes. These units are stackable and can be 
arranged so that birds can be released from a 
truck or trailer without unloading or unstack-
ing. This coop is also ideal for use in transporting poultry. Side door is apx. 8” x 
13” Top door is apx. 8” x 13” Capacity 8-9 Birds
 EQP-03402..................................................................................... $115.35

KUHL now offers a game bird coop with an 
end release style door with an open bottom 
grated style floor. The capacity of this coop is 
approximately 14 full grown birds. Dimen-
sions: 37.5” x 22” x 11” 
EQP-03409...............................$98.00

Plastic Pheasant or 
Poultry Coop 8 

Plastic Game Bird End
Release Door Coop 11A

Plastic Poultry  Trans. 
Coop 14  

The dimensions of the Coop10 are exactly the 
same, allowing it to be completely stackable 

with both the KUHL COOP-7 and the KUHL COOP-10. The price of this unit 
has been reduced by the elimination of the side door and solid bottom (bottom 
is an open, grated style). Dimensions: 38” L x 23” W x 10 ½” H.  Capacity 12 
Birds.
EQP-03406........................................................................................$111.30

 This coop has been outfitted with the same 
quick release door as the KUHL COOP-8. 
This coop is constructed with a solid bottom 
that is ideal for stacking, as it does not allow 
bird droppings to fall from one coop to the next. The KUHL COOP-10 is also 
equipped with a sliding door on the top that allows for easier loading and 
unloading. Capacity 12 Birds. EQP-03405........................................ $121.90

Plastic Poultry Trans. 
Coop 10

Plastic Poultry, Duck,
Turkey Coop 15

Kuhl introduces this new supersized 
coop ideal for turkey, duck and very large 
poultry. It is a full 16 1/2”H x 39”L and 
23”W or 38 x 99 x 58.4 cms. This is the 
largest capacity and height coop offered 
on the market today. The Kuhl Coop-15 
also offers the highest level of durability 
necessary for the transportation of large 
fowl. Ideal for 4 to 8 mature turkeys.

 EQP-03404.......................................................................... $164.00

This coop is ideal for larger fowl, such 
as turkeys and ducks. Despite its size, 
this coop is shipped knock-down mak-
ing it ideal for exporting. The KUHL 
COOP-16 is made out of high density, 
polyethylene UV stabilized material 
which will provide the durability needed 
for continuous use. Capacity of this 
coop allows for the housing of 4 or 8 turkeys depending on the climate and 
weight. Dimensions: 38 ½” L x 23” W x 16” Hg
 EQP-03407.............................................................................$143.10

Plastic Turkey 
Coop 16

The COOP-12 is an ultra low cost alternative to 
our other models. It is shipped knocked down 
and easily assembled. Made of high density 
polyethylene plastic. Supplied with a top swing-
open door and open bottom. 

Dimensions: 38” x 22 1/2” x 10 3/4” Capacity: 12-14 full-grown birds. 
EQP-03408..................................................................................... $80.00

Baby Chick &
 Quail Coop

Plastic Low Cost Poultry 
Coop 12

Transportation Coops Visit us on Facebook / Twitter / You Tube

18 Product Videos - Youtube.com/flemingoutdoors
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Poultry Protector Spray is for use on birds, on their bedding and 
surrounding grounds. Studies show that when fleas, mites and 
lice are no longer present on and around birds, they become less 
stressful and aggressive, allowing them to do what they do best; 
Increase egg production and Gain body weight. The elimination 
of parasites and insects will help to also decrease mortality rates.
EQP-03820..............16 oz. Spray.................................$14.30
EQP-03822..............33.9 oz. Concentrate...................$17.75
EQP-03824..............128 oz. Concentrate....................$65.00

Poultry Protector

Poultry and Game Bird Waterer Protector provides clean, clear, 
healthy water and is effective on plastic and galvanized steel 
waterers. Essential enzymes provide birds with added diges-
tive enzymes better food absorption. Clean water is essential in 
maintaining healthy birds. Treats/Usage: One ounce treats one 
gallon. 
EQP-03800..............33.9 oz. Concentrate...................$17.49
EQP-03810..............128 oz. Concentrate....................$65.00

Coops and barns are never parasite free; they are the homes to 
mites, lice, and fleas. These parasites live in the cracks, crevices, 
and bedding where they come out at night to feed on the adult 
and baby birds. Our blend of all natural enzymes attacks the 
parasite at all stages of life; egg, pupa, larvae, and the adult kill-
ing the entire life.
 EQP-03815...........32 oz. Garden Hose Spray...........$14.95
EQP-03842..............33.9 oz. Concentrate...................$14.95

Poultry Water Protector

Healthy Pen

Rooster Booster Vitamin B-12 Liquid is super concen-
trated 10,000 mcg per ounce of pure B-12. Helps all fowl 
in times of stress due to illness. Aids in stimulation of ap-
petite for proper growth. Oxygenates blood and increases 
alertness. Excellent method of providing B-12 without 
the hassles of injection. Give 1-3 cc in feed or orally. 
Cannot be sold in NJ or LA.
FED-11550................16 oz.......................$18.55

Poultry B-12 w/ Vitamin K

TDL Multi-Species Liquid Vitamin B-12 with Vitamin 
K is a premium vitamin supplement feed additive for 
Horses, Cattle, Sheep/Goats, Swine, Chickens, Dogs, 
Cats, Rabbits, and more. This is a super-concentrated 
(10,000 mcg. per oz.) mixture of pure B-12 in a very 
palatable base.  Cannot be sold in NJ or LA.

FED-11777.........................32 oz.................$34.80

B-12 Liquid Multi Species

Rooster Booster Pick-No-More Lotion controls cannibal-
ism in poultry using a convenient squeeze bottle with 
applicator. Directions For Use: SHAKE WELL BEFORE 
USE. Remove cap, invert bottle and squeeze, spreading 
lotion on wounded area with tip of applicator. Cannot be 
sold in NJ or LA.

FED-11775..........................................................$7.30

Pick No More Lotion

Rooster Booster Vitamins & Electrolytes with Lacto-
bacillus is a soluble nutritional supplement for poultry 
containing a source of live (viable) naturally occur-
ring microorganisms. Feeding Directions: Drinking 
Water: Mix 1 ounce in 16 gallons of water for poultry 
and give for 3 to 5 days. Can also be used with auto-
matic proportioners. Cannot be sold in NJ or LA
FED-11765...............8 oz...................... $6.20

Vitamins & Electrolytes

Vitamins Plus -In addition to the usual vitamins and 
electrolytes, GQF -Vitamins Plus contains organic acidi-
fiers, and a supplemental source of live naturally-occur-
ring microorganisms, such as: Lactobacillus, acidophilus 
and Enterococcus francium. Mildly acidifies drinking 
water, lowering pH, Supplements gut acid production 
which is often low in immature birds. Chicks -First 
seven days after hatch then one day per week there after.
EQP-03920.................................................. $5.25

GQF Vitamins Plus

Poultry Cell is a liquid bio-available iron-rich, vitamin, 
mineral, essential amino acid supplement. Formulated in 
a palatable base that your birds will love! Rooster Booster 
Poultry Cell is the new standard in blood builders. It 
provides vitamins A, D, E and essential B-vitamins, along 
with 400 mg. of bio-available iron and other necessary 
minerals per fluid ounce. For use as an oral vitamin supple-
ment. Cannot be sold in NJ or LA. 
FED-11755............................16 oz......................$10.30

Poultry Cell

Rooster Booster Triple Action Multi-Wormer is a type B 
Medicated Feed Concentrate & Vitamin Supplement. It’s a 
multi-action product that kills round worms, cecal worms, 
and capillary worms in poultry, fowl, pigeons, ducks, geese, 
turkeys, and quail. This product also contains active ingredi-
ents that serve as effective treatments in chronic respiratory 
disease like air sac infection and infectious enteritis.
FED-11757........................................................$19.95

Triple Action Multi Wormer

M - F 8:00 am - 4:30 pm     1-800-624-4493

Flock Fuel™ is a liquid supplement for poultry. As 
a rich source of Omega 3 and 6 fatty acids, Flock 
Fuel can help improve the appearance of plumage 
while also boosting energy levels. Easy to top-dress 
or mix in with feed, Flock Fuel is a great way to 
support healthy, vigorous flocks. Great for show-
birds! Available in a 16 oz. bottle.
FED 11739..................16 oz......................$8.95

Flock Fuel Supplement

Life-Lytes Electrolyte
Supplement

Fortified with vitamins, minerals and electrolytes 
to help poultry stay healthy during times of stress. 
Comes with tablets and mixing bottle for easy and 
convenient dosing. 1-3 week supply. : Size: 21 
COUNT
FED-11737................................... $8.99



Quick Service Order Form
BILLING ADDRESS: SHIPPING ADDRESS:

QTY ITEM DESCRIPTION TOTALEACH

Shipping Rates & Information

6.5% AL Tax

TOTAL

SALES TAX NOTICE: Orders 
being shipped to AL address must 
add sales tax. 6.5%

CHECK/MONEY ORDER

MASTERCARD/VISA

Credit Card Number

Expiration Date

1-800-624-4493
Fax: 1-334-562-9000

Credit Card Signature

CVV #
SHIPPING

PAYMENT METHOD

DISCOVER

5480 State Hwy 94  -  Ramer, AL 36069

Most orders are shipped via UPS from our Ramer, AL. distribution 
center within 24 - 72 hours. Call our Customer Care Center toll 
free at 1-800-624-4493 for more information. 

Currently Fleming Outdoors uses UPS Ground only. Delivery 
of your order will be within 5 – 7 business days of the date it is 
shipped out. You will be emailed a tracking number when your 
order goes out and you can check the status and track your order 
on our website by entering your order number. 

Weekend and Holiday orders will be processed on the next avail-
able business day.

Shipping Information



For fast and easy ordering, call our 
Customer Care Center toll-free at 1-800-
624-4493. Our friendly Customer Care 
Specialists are available Monday through 
Friday from 8am to 4:30pm CST for all 
your customer service needs. When calling 
to place an order, please have the item 
numbers and your credit card information 
handy.

Shop-By-Phone
Our entire product line is available online 
24 hours a day on the Internet at 
http://www.flemingoutdoors.com. Ordering 
is easy, safe, and secure.

Shop-Online

You can fax your completed order form to 
us at 1-334-562-9000.

Shop-By-Fax

You can mail your order form to us at:
Fleming Outdoors
PO Box 147
Ramer, AL 36069

Shop-By-Mail

We accept Visa, MasterCard, PayPal, checks 
and money orders. All returned checks are 
subject to a $25 service charge. We reserve the 
right to hold checks pending bank clearance.

We will accept returns on any item, for any reason, as long as the following conditions are met.

RETURN POLICY

Payment Methods

Returns must be made within 30 days of purchase date and must be accompanied by original 
packing materials and accessories. No returns will be accepted after 30 days. Returned items 
must be returned in resalable condition and clean and free of any signs of wear and use, or we 
may refuse credit.Customer is responsible for all shipping charges on returned items unless 
we shipped a damaged item or incorrect item.

Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) number must be obtained by calling Customer 
Service at 800-624-4493. RMA number must be clearly marked on the outside of the pack-
age. Items returned with no RMA will be charged 10% restocking fee.

Note: Pricing is Subject to Change Without 
Notice.

Customer Service & Shipping Information

Shop Your Way
Anytime, Anywhere

1. Online - www.flemingoutdoors.com
2. Call Us At 1-800-624-4493
3. Mail your order form.
4. Fax your order form 1-334-562-9000

Four Ways To Order:

DEFECTIVE PRODUCT RETURN
If you receive a product that is defective, broken or will not work then just call and get let us 
know and we will arrange for your product to be picked up. We will then either issue you a 
credit or replace your item ASAP. The buyer must contact us for a RMA number for any item 
being returned. We must have the RMA number before we can process the return.

If you receive a product that appears to be damaged contact the office ( UPS, Fed Ex) of the 
carrier that shipped your product and have an inspection made. Do not throw away the shipping 
box or any shipping material. The carrier will want to inspect it. We will arrange to have the 
product returned to us. We will then either issue you a credit or replace your item ASAP. 

LOST OR DAMAGED SHIPMENTS

WARRANTY
Fleming Outdoors has a 30-day customer satisfaction stan-
dard warranty for all items except wooden chicken coops and 
rabbit hutches (Please See Warranty Info Below) . All sales 
are considered final after 30 days of receiving product. Any 
warranty manufacturer offers past that time will be warranted 
by manufacturer. If any item is shipped out of the United 
States all warranty is void.

WOODEN CHICKEN COOP 
& RABBIT HUTCH WARRANTY
Ware / High Country Plastics will warranty all of their 
products specifically. We do not accept returns for any of the 
wooden chicken coops or rabbit hutches. If there is any part 
missing or damaged we will send you replacement parts for 
your product. Please contact us asap if anything is damaged 
and we will get you the parts within 2-5 days. Please do not 
send it back by UPS. Thank You

CANCELLATION POLICY
Once your order has been processed it cannot be canceled, 
however it can be returned. Please see our return policy for 
instruction on how to return an item.

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND SALES SPECIALS

- Farming Information
- Sales Promotions
- Product Reviews
- Instructions & Guides

- Incubation Information
- Frequently Asked Questions
- Current News
- Live Chat Now Available

www.blog.flemingoutdoors.com
www.twitter.com/flemingoutdoors

www.youtube.com/flemingoutdoors

SHIPPING RATES
$0.00         -  $24.99

$25.00       -  $34.99

$35.00       -  $54.99

$55.00       -  $74.99

$75.00       -  $99.99

$100.00     -  $124.99

$125.00     -  $154.99

$155.00     -  $199.99

$200.00     -  $249.99

$250.00     -  $299.99

$300.00     -  $349.99

$350.00     -  $399.99

$400.00     -  $449.99

$450.00     -  $499.99

$500.00     -  $549.99

$5500.00   -  Over

$8.95

$10.95

$11.95

$12.95

$14.95

$15.95

$17.95

$18.95

$19.95

$20.95

$21.95

$22.95

$23.95

$24.95

$25.95

$27.95



One of the most fun times to interact with your flock is 
when they are baby chicks! Including a Chick Stick™ 
hanging treat in your brooder is a great way to provide 
them with nutritious entertainment!
FED 11747................15 oz.......................$6.25

Chick Stick Poultry Treat

Coop ‘N Compost is the natural way to neutralize odors 
and moisture in the chicken coop. Not only will this protect 
the respiratory systems of your flock, but it will make your 
nose and neighbors happy! In addition to the powerful odor 
control, Coop ‘N Compost also helps make the nutrients in 
your manure and compost more plant-accessible which can 
benefit your garden! 
FED 11749...........................1.75 lbs.......................$5.15

Coop N Compost

Each 2 pound container of Sunflower Sensation 
contains assorted sunflower seeds, sunflower kernals, 
oats, oat groats, peanuts, and raisins to create a sen-
sational treat chickens love.  Feed straight from your 
hand, scattered on the ground, or in a feeding dish as 
a treat only. 
FED-11870.....................2 lbs....................$10.55

Party Mix

#1 Seller Triple Action Dewormer
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Aureomycin 4 Gr. 
Medicated Crumbles

Aureomycin 4 Gram medicated crumbles. Protects a wide 
variety of animals from disease including: Calves, Cattle, 
Swine, Sheep, Chickens, Turkeys & Ducks. Prevents 
disease loss from infections including: bacterial enteritis, 
baterial pneumonia, shipping fever, jowl abscesses, chronic 
respiratory disease and fowl cholera. Improves weight gain 
and feed efficiency. 5 lbs. Bag
FED-11605..............5 lbs..................................... $9.39

Harvest Delight™ Poultry Treat is a great way to 
reward your flock! With whole grains and real fruits 
and vegetables, you can provide a treat year-round that 
contains the goodness of a spring garden! 2.5 lbs.
FED-11777...............2.5 lbs.....................$7.50

Harvest Delight
Poultry Treat

Vet Rx Veterinary
Remedy For Poultry

VetRex may be used internally by mixing one ounce 
to each gallon of drinking water, or externally by a 
few drops to affected area, for sore throats, sore toes, 
scaly shanks, eye worm, etc. 2 oz. Bottle

EQP-03900........................................... $11.87

(Wazine® 17) (Fleming Labs) Wormer for use in drink-
ing water for the removal of large roundworms from 
turkeys and chickens, and large roundworms and nodular 
worms from swine. Worming every 30 days is necessary 
to break the large roundworm life cycle.
EQP-03910......................8 oz..................... $7.95
EQP-03912......................16 oz................... $9.95

Wazine 17 “Piperazine” Wormer

Scaly-Leg Protector™ is an all-natural solution to the common 
problem of scaly-leg mites. The natural enzymes in Scaly-Leg 
Protector clean away these mites safely, without the use of 
harsh chemicals found in so many other insect treatment prod-
ucts. Available in a 16 oz. Ready-to-Use spray 
FED-11738.............................16 oz.......................... $9.50

Scaly-Leg Protector

Rooster Booster Poultry Booster contains all the vitamins, 
minerals and amino acids necessary for healthy, happy 
fowl. Use Poultry Booster every day to ensure maximum 
growth, development, and egg production. Cannont be sold 
in NJ or LA.
FED-11760...................1.25 lbs................... $8.80

Poultry Booster

Feed straight from your hand, scattered on the ground, 
or in a feeding dish as a treat only. Watch your chick-
ens dance and peck in a frenzy for these 100% natural 
whole-dried mealworms! Contains approximately 
3,250 dried mealworms that chickens absolutely love 
to eat. 
FED-11850................3.5 oz.....................$4.95
FED-11860................10 oz......................$9.95
FED-11865................30 oz....................$24.95

Mealworm Frenzy

Wipe ‘N Wash™ Egg Cleansing Towelettes are the quick 
and easy way to clean your eggs without the need for rags 
or sponges! Clean up to a dozen eggs per towelette. Natural, 
plant-derived ingredients provide a safe and gentle alternative 
to harsh detergents.
EQP-03838...............................Each........................$8.95
EQP-03838...............................6 +............................$7.60

Egg Wipes

All classes of poultry love to eat bugs! Give 
your flock the taste they crave with Manna Pro® 
Mealworm Munchies! Perfect for flocks who have 
limited access to finding their own insect snacks, 
these dried mealworms are high in nutritious 
protein and fat. 
FED-11860................7.5 oz.....................$7.40

Mealworm Munchies

Poultry Health



Chick Starter
Medicated Feed

Start your chicks off on the right foot! This feed 
has everything your baby chicks need to grow and 
thrive and the included medication prevents coccid-
iosis, a common (deadly) chick disease. Directions: 
Feed continuously as the sole ration to chicks from 
0 to 8 weeks. Provide fresh, clean water free choice 
at all times. 5 lbs. Bag

FED-11740...............................................$7.25

These crushed Manna Pro® Oyster Shells are a 
good source of calcium, helping build strong egg-
shells for your birds. Heat-treated for purity. Guar-
anteed Analysis: Calcium Min 33.0% Calcium Max 
38.0% Feeding Directions: Put in separate container 
so your birds can choose to eat it, or mix 1 pound in 
with every 20 pounds of feed. 5 lbs Bag

FED-11741..................................................$7.25

5 pound bag of insoluble crushed granite. Grit 
is necessary for proper digestion for all classes 
of poultry. Granite size suitable for chickens 8 
weeks of age or older. Instructions: Mix 1 lb 
with 40 lbs of feed or make available in a sepa-
rate container for every day access.5 lbs. Bag

ING-41156.........................................$7.50

Poultry Grit Game & Show Bird 
Feed

Manna Pro Gamebird/Showbird Feed is designed for 
Starting and Growing Gamebirds, Turkeys, Ducks, Geese 
and Broilers. The formula includes: 24% protein with 
essential amino acids for fast growth, efficient gain, and 
high-quality plumage. Vitamins and minerals for sound 
development and health Yeast culture for improved diges-
tion and feed utilization. Manna Pro Gamebird/Showbird 
is non-medicated. 5 lbs. Bag
FED-11745......................5 lbs............................$8.25

Poultry Conditioner

Poultry Coniditioner helps condition birds for perfor-
mance & exhibitions. Supports brilliant, high quality 
plumage and provides complete fortification for 
healthy birds. Comprehensive pelleted supplement 
for all poultry and fowl, game birds and pigeons. 
5 lbs. Bag
FED-11735...................5 lbs........................$9.35
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Chick Grit has smaller particles, to help you get 
the same great benefits of Poultry Grit but in an 
easier-to-feed size for young and bantam-sized 
birds. Helps with proper digestion Small-sized 
grit for young and bantam-sized birds. 5 lbs.

FED-11748............................................ $7.50

Chick Grit

These crushed Manna Pro® Oyster Shells are a 
good source of calcium, helping build strong egg-
shells for your birds. Heat-treated for purity. Guar-
anteed Analysis: Calcium Min 33.0% Calcium Max 
38.0% Feeding Directions: Put in separate container 
so your birds can choose to eat it, or mix 1 pound in 
with every 20 pounds of feed. 5 lbs Bag

ING-41145..................................................$7.50

Crushed Oyster 
Shells

Chick Starter
Non-Medicated Feed

Rich source of omega-3 fatty acids. Contains natu-
ral ingredients for rich-colored egg yolks. Includes 
direct-fed microbials to help support digestion. 
Comprehensive vitamin and mineral fortification. 
Supplement for laying hens. Size: 5 POUND

FED-11736............................................$15.35

Omega Egg Maker
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Organic Starter 
Crumbles

Complete nutrition for young and growing birds, 
without pesticides, medications, or genetically-mod-
ified ingredients. Plus, with a name like Manna Pro 
on the label, you can be confident that our Organic 
Starter Crumbles don’t compromise on quality. 19% 
protein, plus nutritious and wholesome ingredients 
provide the ideal start for any young flock.5 lbs. 
Bag
FED-11743.............................................$12.70

Made without pesticides, medications, or geneti-
cally-modified ingredients, our pellets are USDA 
Certified Organic so you can have the utmost 
confidence in your feed. Plus, our pellets contain 
the highest quality nutrition you’ve come to expect 
from Manna Pro. USDA certified organic and non-
GMO 16% protein 10 lbs Bag 
FED-11742...........................................$13.50

Organic Layer
Pellets



Quail Products View Our Full Line Of Equipment Online!

24 New Baby Chick Waterer With Anti Drowning Base

Low cost feeder provides ad-
equate food for birds, but protects 
feed from weather, animals, 
varmints, cattle and hogs. Clear-
ing of lands depletes natural food 
of wild birds and released birds 
do not know how to look for food, 
so this feeder supplies adequate 
fresh feed. Increased bird feeding 
capacity with six feeder stations. 

EQP-03360............................................................................................. $96.50

Game Bird Feeder For Released Birds

Quail Battery 
Breeding Pen

5 Section
QUAIL BREEDING PENS - Each 
section is a compact 10” x 24” 
and is adequate for up to 2 pair of 
Bobwhite or one cock and three 
hens. These pens now have a new, 
larger feed trough. Water trough on 
outside of back for easy filling or 
may be equipped with automatic 
watering. Construction is of gal-
vanized steel to make them long 
lasting and sanitary. Correct slope 
of the floor permits eggs to roll out 
under feed trough for production of 
cleaner eggs and easier gather-
ing. Dimensions: 35” x 24” x 73”. 
Shipped with Pens assembled and 
stand knocked down. Dropping 
pans included. 

EQP-03364.................$915.00

Quail Battery Breeding Pen
Each section is a compact 10’ x 24’ and is 
adequate for up to 2 pair of Bobwhite or one 
cock and three hens. These pens now have 
a new, larger feed trough. Water trough on 
outside of back for easy filling them long 
lasting and sanitary. Correct slope of the floor 
permits eggs to roll out under feed through 
for production of cleaner eggs and easier gathering. Dropping pan not included. 
Size: 30” x 24” x 10” .EQP-03362....................................................$157.90

Leg Bands
EQP-04080...........#4...1000/pk...........$65.00
EQP-04081...........#5...1000/pk...........$65.00
EQP-04082...........#6...1000/pk...........$65.00
EQP-04083...........#7...1000/pk...........$69.00
EQP-04085...........#9...1000/pk...........$72.00
EQP-04087...........#11...1000/pk..........$75.00
EQP-04088...........#12...1000/pk..........$84.00
EQP-04089...........#14...1000/pk..........$84.00
EQP-04090...........#16...1000/pk..........$95.00

Poultry chick feeders permit the game 
chicks to get inside the feed and their 
droppings create a exceedingly un-
sanitary and unhealthy condition. Our 
Chick Feeder is specifically designed 
for game chicks (Quail, Chukar, Pheas-
ant,)  prevents droppings from getting 
in the feed. Holds 5 lbs. Of Feed
EQP-03420...........................$12.65

Game Bird Chick 
Feeder

Plastic Quail Coop
The KUHL COOP-6-Q offers an alternative from our KUHL 
COOP-Q-5 which has been the standard of the industry for many 
years. This new unit offers greater versatility with the addition of 
a top swinging door. The side door remains as the sliding fashion. 
The KUHL COOP-6-Q is made out of high density polyethylene, 
UV stabilized material.  Capacity 13 birds.
EQP-03401.................................................................... $62.50

Made of heavy duty, long lasting plastic -ideal for handling, holding 
or shipping quail. Raised top corner fits bottom for stacking several 
high with solid bottom to protect lower birds, has positive spring 
latch. When released birds, side door slides open to let birds walk 
out without excitement. Low 4 1/2” Headroom helps eliminate 
bruised birds.Out side Dimensions 27” x 18” x 6 1/2” Capacity 13 
birds.  EQP-03400............................................................. $62.50

Baby Chick & Quail Coop

Baby Chick and 
Gamebird Waterer

Baby Chick and Gamebird Waterer is revolu-
tionary to the poultry industry. Special Features 
Include: Narrow watering area to help prevent 
smaller birds from drowning including: pheasant, 
quail, bantam and any other baby chicks. Size 1 
Gallon.
EQP-03174.........................................$9.45



Walnut Cracker
This lever action walnut crack-
ers is designed and manufac-
tured to easily crack all hard, 
medium, and soft shell nuts. It 
is specifically intended to crack 
Black Walnuts, Hickory Nuts, 
Butternuts, and Macadamia 
Nuts. Also works well with 
Pecans and English Walnuts. 

Lever action walnut cracker that is made with a cast aluminum frame. Working 
parts are hardened machine tool steel with a gear lever design. 
LWN-54820.............................................................................................$45.00

Duke Easy Pecan  Cracker
The Duke easy pecan nut cracker has 
been the best selling pecan and nut-
cracker for years. The pecan nutcracker 
is precision machined all steel construc-
tion, mounted on a hardwood base. The 
easy pecan nutcracker is adjustable 
allowing you to set the pecan nutcracker 
to the correct size so the pecan is cracked 
perfect each time leaving the pecan meat 
intact, thus eliminating use of a pecan 
nut pick. The wooden base of the pecan 
nutcracker is 8 inches long and 2.5 
inches wide.. 
LWN-54800.........................$14.35

Duke Nut Sheller
The Duke Pecan Nut Sheller nips 
nuts, especially pecans, from the 
sides of the nut, releasing it in perfect 
halves. Works great for Brazil nuts, 
almonds, walnuts, and hazelnuts. The 
handles are made of the finest cast 
aluminum. The shell deflector shield 
allows indoor nut shelling without 
making the mess that nut crackers 
create. Remove the shield and you 

have a great tool for lobster or crab legs. This Nut Sheller is so easy to use. 
Just clip the ends and sides of the nut and perfect halves are produced. Not 
recommended for Black Walnuts or Macadamias.  
LWN-54810.....................................................................................$10.55

Duke Nut Harvesters
Great for picking up pecans and nuts 
of all sizes. Helps keep from having a 
backache. Each Harvester not only picks 
up the pecans it also holds them until 
you can dump them in a bucket.
 
LWN-54802.....Harvester.........$10.00

LWN-54805.....Roller................$18.25

Pecan Gatherer with 
Release

Electric Pea Sheller

The KINETIC KRACKER cracks approximately 20 
pecans per minute! It has a fan cooled gear motor 
that cracks a nut with each revolution. This pecan nut 
cracker will not over crack or crush pecans. Cracked 
nuts drop out the bottom into (your) pan or onto table. 
The shield prevents shell splatter. Includes a handy 
carrying strap. If you crack a lot of pecans, you will 
appreciate the speed and ease of the Kinetic Kracker. 
The Kinetic Kracker uses a protective shield keeps 

the hull from flying all over the room. Cracker is run by a single-phase 110/115 volt 1/50 hp induction motor. 
The manufacturer offers a one year warranty. The cracker weighs 15 pounds.
LWN-54830....................................................................................................................................$386.00

Mr. Pea Sheller is an intermediate sized sheller for all 
garden fresh peas or beans. It can be used to shell Black-
eyed, Purple Hull, Small Crowder, Cream Peas, English 
Peas, Sweet Peas, and “hard to shell” Lima and Butter 
Beans. It can shell 1 1/2 to 3 bushels per hour!

All you do is load the tray with fresh clean pods and feed 
them through the rollers and watch the peas and beans 
fall into the pan. It’s that easy! Perfect for the home and 
organic gardener. Quiet and easy to use.

Pea Sheller 115 Volt, 1/15 Horsepower. 8 1/2” x 12” x 
19 1/2”, 17 lbs.
LWN-54850....................................................$225.00

Electric Kinetic Pecan Cracker

Great for picking up pecans and nuts 
of all sizes. Helps keep from having a 
backache. Each Harvester not only picks 
up the pecans it also holds them until 
you can dump them in a bucket. Pistol 
Grip release allows you to dump pecans 
without having to bend down.
 
LWN-54807.....Harvester.........$19.95
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Poultry Pluckers

Featherman Pro 
Poultry Plucker

Featherman Pro Poultry Plucker. 
Simply scald chickens, then drop 4 or 
5 birds into the tub. In 20 seconds or 
less the birds will be picked clean. No 
pin feathers, no backache. 
Features:
-1 hp motor 
-10:1 speed reducer for more power 
-Tub and housing constructed of high 
density UV-resistant, food-grade, 
-Molded plastic 
-Easy clean-up feather chute 
-Water spray ring 
-Knee-high waterproof switch 
-119 ultra-soft plucking fingers 
-Capacity: 3 - 50 pounds of birds, 
optimum 30 pounds 
-Tub diameter: 22 inches
-Height: 36 inches 

EQP-03860.................$1200.00

Identical to the PRO except the Game-
bird is packed with 300 fingers spaced 
tightly together to prevent the smallest 
birds from lodging between them. The 
soft fingers are gentler on smaller, thin-
skinned and gun-shot birds. Great for 
chickens and turkeys too. For birds 1 to 
50 pounds.
EQP-03865.................... $1345.00

Made of stainless steel with a 70,000 BTU 
propane burner, temperature control within a five 
degree range, and sized for four birds at a time 
(40 gallon), the Featherman Scalder delivers 
maximum performance at a minimum price. 
Drain valve, full protective rim, side-mounted 
chimney and cover tarp are all standard features.
EQP-03870........................................$1650.00

Gamebird Plucker

Poultry Scalder

Featherman Pro Poultry Plucker. Simply 
scald chickens, then drop 4 or 5 birds into the 
tub. In 20 seconds or less the birds will be 
picked clean. No pin feathers, no backache.

Capacity: 3 - 50 pounds of birds, optimum 
30 pounds 

Tub diameter: 22 inches 
Height: 36 inches 
Footprint: 25 x 28 inches 
Weight: 125 lbs. 
Motor: 1 hp 115 Volts 

Featherman Poultry Plucker/Scalder Combo

Softest fingers available, but still fast picking.

3 5/8 ” long, 3/4 ” neck.

EQP-03872....................................$1.80

Fingers For Pluckers

Featherman Turkey Scalder: Simply 
scald turkeys, then drop up to 75lbs of 
birds into the tub. In 20 seconds or less 
the birds will be picked clean. No pin 
feathers, no backache. This plucker fea-
tures 203 fingers. Will easily hold 3-4, 
15-20 lbs. turkeys or 6-8 broilers. Same 
great features as the Featherman Pro! 
EQP-03867.................... $1700.00

Turkey Plucker

The Featherman Manual Dunker makes easy 
work of dipping your poultry to get a thorough, 
even scald. The up-and-down action aids water 
penetration to loosen feathers. The unit mounts on 
the Featherman scalder in about 5 seconds, locking 
into place. No tools are required. Made of powder 
coated, mild steel.
EQP-03880.........................................$265.00

Poultry Dunker

The Featherman shackles are made 
of stainless steel and hold up to five 
birds of all sizes. The shackles hook 
into the Featherman Manual Dunker.

EQP-03884......................$100.00

Poultry Shackles

Made of stainless steel with a 70,000 BTU 
propane burner, temperature control within 
a five degree range, and sized for four birds 
at a time (40 gallon), the Featherman 
Scalder delivers maximum performance at a 
minimum price. Drain valve, full protective 
rim, side-mounted chimney and cover tarp 
are all standard features. One year complete 
warranty.

EQP-03850......................... $2830.00
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The stainless steel #5, 1/4 HP grinder is a small 
version of the big 1.5 HP. Same great design and 
materials, just a smaller version. A powerful, 
heavy unit that is great for smaller grinding proj-
ects. Large meat pan 11-1/2” x 8-1/2” x 2-1/4” 
deep. Big grinder performance, makes this a 
great unit for deer hunters doing their own deer 
processing. There is no other grinder this size 
that can compete with this unit for quality. 
EQP-01100............................................................................................$245.00

.25 HP Stainless Steel #5
Electric Meat Grinder

The fry cutter will cut up to 50-pounds of potatoes in 
one hour! French fry cutters like this one are used every 
day in thousands of restaurants and will perfectly suit 
the needs of your family or commercial establishment! 
Additional blade sizes available. Features: Cuts up to 50 
lbs of potatoes an hour. Easy to use and store. Mounting 
holes pre-drilled. Mounts to a table or a wall. Easily cuts 
potatoes up to 6 long. . Specs: Dimensions: 8 W x 13 H x 
7 1/2 D.Lever: 17 L.Includes: 3/8 cutting blade. 
EQP-01188................................................$99.00

Commerical French Fry Cutter Apple / Potato Pealer
Apple and Potato Corer and Peeler with Suction Base - This popular 
kitchen tool peels, cores and slices all in one easy operation with mini-
mal waste and little clean up. Much easier than using a paring knife, 
the cast-iron peeler with easy turn handle is a quick way to prepare 
freshly peeled ingredients for salads, pies and cobblers, and fresh fruits 
and vegetables for canning and drying. Highly durable, the peeler 
comes with stainless steel blades and a suction base that secures it to 
your kitchen work center. A reliable, hardworking kitchen tool you’ll 
use for many years. 

EQP-01190................................................................................$23.50

Cone restrains birds during processing and makes clean 
up easy. Made of heavy-gauge galvanized steel with 
hemmed edges for safety. The flat back design allows 
for easy mounting. 

- Hemmed edges for safety
- Heavy-gauge galvanized steel. 

- Small: For use on game birds, bantams, and small 
layers.
- Medium: For use on large layers, broilers, roasters 
and young turkeys up to 10 pounds.
- Large: For use on large capons and medium turkeys 
up to 18 pounds.
EQP-03886..............Small.............................$19.95
EQP-03887..............Medium.........................$26.50
EQP-03888...............Large.............................$36.50

Poultry Restraining Cones

Efficient, humane, and easy-cleaning, the kill cone 
stand speeds up the processing and eases the handling 
of birds at the front end of your processing line. “It 
was the only thing keeping us from 200 birds per 
hour,” says Joel Salatin. Eight of our easy-cleaning, 
no back-out cones fit compactly around a swivel-
ing stand of powder-coated metal. Blood caught in 
the PVC trough below is easily removed and the 
trough easily cleaned. Dimensions: 48” tall by 36” in 
circumference. (Cones Not Included).
EQP-03875............................................... $429.00

Kill Cone Stand

Kill cones are all stainless steel, round 
cone. Birds will not back out of these cones 
like they will flat-sided cones. Medium 
sized for broilers 3 to 8 pounds dressed 
weight, Turkey sized for birds dressing 
out 8-50 lbs. Kill cones are made of a 
high-grade, 26 gauge 3042B mill-finish 
stainless steel. Broiler 4”x8”x16” Turkey: 
5”x11”x23”

EQP-03876......Broiler...............$56.15
EQP-03877......Sm Turkey.........$67.85
EQP-03878.....Lg Turkey...........$69.95

Stainless Steel Poultry
Restraining Cones

The Featherman Manual Dunker makes 
easy work of dipping your poultry to get 
a thorough, even scald. The up-and-down 
action aids water penetration to loosen 
feathers. The unit mounts on the Feather-
man scalder in about 5 seconds, locking 
into place. No tools are required. 
EQP-03882................................$365.00

Poultry Dunker With 
Shackles
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15 Dozen Egg Case
EQP-04000........$29.15

30 Dozen Egg Case
EQP-04010........$32.85

Egg Carton Transporation Cases

Blank Egg Cartons Plastic Egg Cartons

Paper Egg Trays

Chicken Egg Cartons (12 Egg)
10/Pack..EQP-03700.........$4.09

Chicken Egg Cartons (12 Egg)
100/Pack..EQP-03705........$38.50

Chicken Egg Cartons (12 Egg)
10/Pack.....Clear............$7.50

Quail Egg Cartons (24 Egg)
25/Pack......Clear............$17.50

Chicken Egg Trays (30 Egg)
10/Pack...EQP-03730........$4.09

Quail Egg Trays (50 Egg)
10/Pack..EQP-03740.........$9.90

WAS-30 & STK-30 Egg Tray
WAS-30 chicken egg tray has specially 
designed openings in the cones for the 
circulation of water and air for superior 
cleaning ability. Heavy side-wall construc-
tion insures the durability and longevity of 
this egg tray. 30 Eggs Size: 11.5” x 11.5”
EQP-04020......WAS..Vented..........$1.79
EQP-04030.......STK...Solid............$1.79

TEG-20 Egg Tray
TEG-20 egg tray has become very popu-
lar with turkey and duck raisers. This is 
especially true for turkey raisers because of 
the many colors made available. This allows 
each breeding pen to remain separate with a 
different color. 20 Eggs Size: 11.5” x 11.5”
EQP-04025....................................$2.65

XLT-30-AA Egg Tray
The Kuhl XLT-30 Egg Tray is specifically 
designed to accommodate larger, thinner 
shelled eggs of older layers while not 
compromising quality and functionality. 
This egg tray also works remarkably well 
with free range eggs that vary in weight 
and size.  30 Eggs Size: 12” x 11.5/8”
EQP-04022....................................$1.79

PET-46-ST Egg Tray
The Kuhl PET-46-ST Pheasant Egg Tray now 
incorporates stacking posts that allow the eggs 
to be stacked during the collection process on 
the farm. The stacking posts also allow the 
trays to be doubled stacked in most Kuhl Incu-
bators, as well as, other models. Ideal for Large 
Chukar. 46 Eggs Size: 11.5” x 11.5”
EQP-04031....................................$2.85

CHUK-80 Egg Tray
The CHUCK-80-ST Partridge Egg Tray 
accommodates partridge eggs which are 
larger than quail and smaller than pheasant 
eggs. This unit also has the ability to double 
stack in order to double the capacity of your 
current incubator.  80 Eggs Size: 11.375” x 
9.375”
EQP-04033....................................$2.85

Q-95-ST Egg Tray
The Kuhl Q-95-ST Quail Egg Tray incorpo-
rates the ability to double stack during the 
incubation process allowing you to double 
your capacity without purchasing new 
equipment. 95 Eggs Size: 11.375” x 9.375”
EQP-04032....................................$2.85

Also ideal for collection and washing in 
our small washers. This rack will work 
for both 30-egg chicken egg trays and 
20-egg. Models #WAS-30, #STK-30 
HARDWOOD and #TEG-20 turkey and 
duck egg trays. The handle is separate for 
easy carrying and can be removed. Egg 
Racks NOT INCLUDED.
EQP-04044................................$21.00

Tray Rack

Paper Egg Cartons

Chicken Egg Cartons (12 Egg)
100/Pack. EQP-03706.......$46.50

Chicken Egg Cartons (18 Egg)
100/Pack..EQP-03708........$79.50
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Egg Washer Pro Enzyme Cleaner is extremely effective 
and designed for egg washing. The unique blend of 
all natural enzymes attacks organic stains and protein 
residue for effective removal of contaminants. For years, 
producers have looked for an alternative to chlorine for 
cleaning eggs. Now they have one. Usage/Treats: 1 oz. 
treats 15 gallons. 
EQP-03828...................16 oz................................$9.90
EQP-03830...................33.9 oz...........................$21.00
EQP-03832...................128 oz............................$49.50

Egg Washer Pro Egg Cleaner

Egg Wash Foam Blocker is extremely concentrated and 
FDA Kosher certified. Uniquely formulated to act quickly 
and remain effective for long periods of time. This product 
is Environmentally Safe, Non-Toxic and Chemical Free. 
99% Organic. 1 teaspoon treats 5 Gallons.  
EQP-03834...................16 oz...............................$9.95
EQP-03836...................128 oz...........................$19.20

Foam Blocker

The Plastic Coated Egg Baskets have a 
hard plastic handle to this unit to provide 
added comfort for the user. This unit 
is also fully coated in plastic to insure 
the proper cushioning of the eggs. The 
plastic coating also prevents against 
rusting during the egg washing process. 
Please note that the detergent used is 
specially formulated so as not to effect 
the plastic coating, therefore not marking 
the eggs. Small 8x8x5 - Large 13x13x6 
XL 14x14x10
EQP-04042..........Small...........$8.50
EQP-04042..........Large.........$11.50
EQP-04042..........XLarge.......$19.95

Plastic Coated Egg 
Basket

A real innovation in hand egg 
brushes. This brush is composed 
of a new formulated, rubber-like 
soft plastic. The sandpaper band 
is of top quality material. This 
brush will eliminate blind checks 
and cracks because there are no 
hard surfaces. 1 Each.

EQP-04046...................$4.19

Plastic Egg Brush

The KUHL KF-200 Egg Washer has been 
completely redesigned to give the maxi-
mum washing efficiency to the small scale 
egg producer.  All four corners have been 
rounded, as well as, a tapered bottom to 
provide easy cleaning and also provide 
ample drainage. A specially designed motor 
has been mounted directly to the top of the 
machine. The KUHL KF-200 egg washer 
is now designed to accept both the KUHL 
LR5A Egg Tray Rack, as well as, the KUHL 
Round Egg Basket. The KUHL KF-200 Egg 

Washer is also fully equipped with a drain assembly and a very durable lock-in 
caster wheels. Capacity of this unit is approximately 8 egg cases or 1,200 eggs 
per hour. EQP-04040..................................................SALE: $1690.00

Kuhl Fiberglass Egg Washer

Kuhl - Jiffy II 
Egg Scale 

JIFFY-III EGG SCALE combines the previously used weighing 
mechanism of the Jiffy Scale. It is now held in a much sturdier way 
then before as pictured and the scale will weigh in both grams and 
ounces. As an introductory offer, each scale includes a test weight 
free of charge. This test weight can be used to test the accuracy 
of the scale any time in the future. This scale is a great addition to 
anyones line of poultry equipment.
EQP-04048......................................................................$39.90

Easy to move over eggs for long periods. Eggs 
need not be handled. Has 5 Ft. electric cord. Use to 
check progress of development. After 10th day re-
move infertile eggs to give more room in incubator.
EQP-03380...............................................$18.80

Cool Lite Egg Candler

This new egg candler has been redesigned to give much 
better reflection. This new model egg candler is lower in 
price and can easily be screwed or nailed to the table.  It 
can be used with a standard 60 watt bulb.
EQP-04050.........................................................$39.75

Jiffy Egg Candler

Super CD Egg Washer
Super CD Detergent formula  has been developed 
after extensive tests in our egg washers. It is a chlo-
rine base detergent which enhances the cleaning ac-
tion. Super CD Detergent will give excellent results 
in types of water where there are many reactionary 
elements such as high iron content and hard water.
5 Gallons EQP-04035..............................$160.00

Wipe ‘N Wash™ Egg Cleansing 
Towelettes are the quick and easy 
way to clean your eggs without the 
need for rags or sponges! Clean 
up to a dozen eggs per towelette. 
Natural, plant-derived ingredients 
provide a safe and gentle alterna-
tive to harsh detergents

EQP-03838.....Each........$8.95
EQP-03838.....6 +...........$7.60

Egg Wipes
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1502 Sportsman 
Egg Incubator

The Sportsman Cabinet Egg Incubator - 1502 of-
fers an accurate digital thermostat with LCD Dis-
play of Temperature and Humidity. An on-board 
computer monitors systems and the environment 
every second to keep itself updated and to share 
this data with you. Electronic egg turning control, 
audio/visual indicators and a standard easy view 
door highlight a number of new features. The No. 
1502 “SPORTSMAN” is a complete incubator 
and hatcher. In addition to having three automati-
cally turned trays, it has a hatching tray in the 
bottom of the incubator, a very reliable Pre-Set 
electronic thermostat, and an effective humidity 
control. So if you are just getting started with a 
small flock, all you need is this one incubator. The 
unique feature of this incubator allows the breeder 
to set the eggs each week or so and then hatch 
the oldest setting eggs at the same time. Settings 
are rotated among the three turning trays so that 
the hatching tray can accept the eggs from one 
of the setting trays each cycle. Another option is 

to set all of the trays at one time and at the end on incubation, level all of the setting trays to use all of the trays as hatchers. Total Capacity with Plastic Trays 
(Not Included) 1368 Quail Eggs, 216 Larger Eggs (Ducks,Chickens).We recommend purchasing the plastic egg trays for cabinet incubators. This incubator 
includes: - 1 #3258 Digital Command Center thermostat - 3 turning racks & 1 plastic hatching tray (no cover) - 1 moisture pan with 2 wick pads - Samples of 
paper egg trays for quail, chicken/duck (1 each) - Instruction booklet  Size: 30.25” Deep 15.75” Wide 31.75” High.”

EQP-03500..............Standard for United States.................... $845.00       EQP-03505.....220 Volt - Designed for Overseas Countries.......$945.00

The No. 1500 “PROFESSIONAL” is a setting 
incubator designed to be used with the No. 1550 
HATCHER.  Because eggs are not hatched in the 
No. 1500, the incubator maintains only one humid-
ity setting and stays cleaner. 110 Volt AC 225 Watts. 
*Total Capacity: 1368 Quail Eggs or 216 larger 
eggs, such as duck, etc. Each setting tray holds 
approximately 496 Quail Eggs, or 118 Chukkar or 
Pheasant, or 90 small Chicken Eggs, or 40 Goose 
Eggs (not over 33/4” overall height), or 60 Duck 
Eggs. This incubator includes: - 1 #3258 Digital 
Command Center thermostat - 3 turning racks - 1 
moisture pan with 2 wick pads - Samples of paper 
egg trays for quail, chicken/duck (1 each) - Instruc-
tion booklet (1 each) - We recommend purchasing 
plastic egg trays for cabinet incubators. Instruction 
booklet included : 30.25’ Fr to B, 15.75’ Wide, 
31.75’ High
EQP-03510...................................... $795.00

The 1550 HATCHER incubator is designed to allow 
for the best hatching conditions. Unlike setting incu-
bators, hatchers usually operate at slightly different 
temperature and humidity settings to obtain optimum 
hatch. With five hatching drawers the 1550 Hatcher 
will hold the complete setting of the 1502 incubator. 
For expanding operations the 1550 can be matched 
with up to three 1502 incubators. The 1550 can be 
used to set eggs, but each egg will have to be turned 
by hand. Total capacity approximately 1250 Quail 
eggs or 360 Chicken Eggs. Hatcher includes: - 1 
#3258 Digital Command Center - 5 hatching trays - 1 
moisture pan with 2 wick pads - Instruction booklet  
DIMENSIONS: 30.25’ Front to Back, 15.75’ Wide, 
31.75’ High NO ASSEMBLY REQUIRED. 110-
120VAC, 50/60 Hz, 325 Watts. TUV Listed

EQP-03520.............................................$795.00

1500 Cabinet Incubator 1550 Hatcher Incubator

Egg Incubators Sales & Info - Visit Us At Blog.flemingoutdoors.com
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Plastic Egg Tray 6/PK

Plastic Universal Egg Rack 6/pk
EQP-03620.................... $46.15

Plastic Pheasant Egg Racks 6/pk
EQP-03610.................... $59.99

Plastic Quail Egg Racks 6/pk
EQP-03600.................... $59.99

Plastic XL Egg Racks 6/pk
EQP-03630.................... $59.99

Each Cabinet Incubator Holds 6 trays
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Incubators & Graders

Egomatic Egg Grader and Candler
The New, “Old” Egomatic Egg Grader is once 
again available. This table top unit will grade 
up to 2160 eggs per hour. Comes with candling 
runway and capable of grading 5 different 
weight grades. This is not a cheaply made 
unit, same efficient and accurate performance 
as larger models. Rugged reinforced all steel 
construction that measures.

Precision Built and Designed Especially for the 
Smaller Flock Owners

Same efficient and accurate performance as 
larger models! Jewel-polished pivots & scale 
bearings. Efficient ratio motor with Oilite 
bushing & bearing. Ample tray capacity for 5 

weight grades. Power-Ray Candling Runway for greater light penetration. Rugged, reinforced all-steel construction. Convenient size and weight 
for any table-top installation. Delivery Control - Protects thinnest shell egg from any possible fracture by reducing the scale movement from the 
original 1 1/2” to 1/2” only for the most gentle transfer of the egg from scale to tray.  Scale Lock Equalizer - Independently located on each scale 
lock eliminates inaccuracies caused by temperature change. Factory set, they never need adjusting. 

Egomatic Egg Grader Table Model. Dimension: 50” L, 32” W & 8” H. 110V 60HZ Ship Wt. 100 lbs.  --- Processes 2160 eggs per hour. 

Processes 2160 Eggs Per Hour   -------------- 3-4 Week Delivery Time ---------------    EQP-03490.............................................................$7245.00

Kuhl - Large Capacity Incubators
Description: Egg Incubator With Automatic Turner reverses the eggs forward and back-
ward at predetermined interval to insure the best possible turning advantage. The clear 
plastic door allows for visual inspection of the eggs at all times. Highly precise controls 
and heating elements give best results. Adjustable float valve connected to the humidifier 
pan gives the unit automatic humidity control. Included in incubator is a 5 gallon water 
storage container. However, the unit is set up so it can be hooks directly to water line.
 
Incubator comes the a full set of plastic trays depending on your choice:
 
Capacities: for 600 Egg Incubator
-600 Chicken or Pheasant Eggs in WAS-30 Trays
-400 Turkey , Duck or Peacock Eggs in TEG-20 Trays
-2300 Quail Eggs in Q-95 Trays
-1120 Bantam Eggs in Q-95-ST Double Stacking Trays
-4200 Quail Eggs in Q-95-ST Double Stacking Trays
-1900 Chukkar Eggs in CHUK-80 Trays
 
Capacities: for 1200 Egg Incubator
-1200 Chicken or Pheasant Eggs in WAS-30 Trays
-800 Turkey , Duck or Peacock Eggs in TEG-20 Trays
-4600 Quail Eggs in Q-95 Trays
-2240 Bantam Eggs in Q-95-ST Double Stacking Trays
-8400 Quail Eggs in Q-95-ST Double Stacking Trays
-3800 Chukkar Eggs in CHUK-80 Trays

Please Allow 3-5 weeks on Delivery of Incubator. We recommend waiting until incubator 
has arrived before ordering you eggs. Incubator will be delivery by Truck Line (Freight).
220 Volt Incubators are available for overseas. Please call for quote.

BSS-600-110 - 600 Egg Incubator (Size: 52” H x 32” W x 38” D)........................$6360.00
 
BSS-360-110 - 360 Egg Incubator /Hatcher (Size: 52” H x 32” W x 38” D)........$6360.00

BSS-960-110 - 920 Egg Incubator ( Size: 52” H x 32” W x 38” D).......................$8268.00
 
BSS-1200-110 - 1200 Egg Incubator (Size: 56” H x 52” W x 38” D)....................$9540.00
 
BSS-1200-110 - 1920 Egg Incubator (Size: 58” H x 52” W x 38” D)..................$11660.00

M - F 8:00 am - 4:30 pm     1-800-624-4493



Little Giant Egg Incubators holds up to 30 eggs. Wire grill safely supports 
eggs during hatch period. Made of durable thermal plastic to help retain 
warmth and keep constant temperature. Features two 4” x 8” viewing win-
dows - ideal for educational purposes - and solid state thermostat control, 
thermometer, and moisture rings. EGG TURNER SOLD SEPARATELY. 
L 17.75” x W 17.75” x H 8” 

EQP-03260.....Circulated Air Incubator Kit With Turner......$125.00
EQP-03210.....9200 Still Air Incubator (No Fan)  .....................$49.95
EQP-03200.....10200 Circulated Air Incubator (Fan) ..............$85.00
EQP-03220......6300 Automatic Egg Turner...............................$52.50
EQP-03245......Small Quail Egg Rails....................................... $16.85
EQP-03230.......Forced Air Fan Kit...........................................  $41.85

The Fan Kit improves egg hatching conditions by circulating a constant flow 
of warm air throughout the incubator. Automatic Egg Turner keep you from 
turning the eggs 2-3 times a day. Automatic Egg Turner Holds 42 Eggs. 
Incubator will hold 30 eggs without an egg turner.

Little Giant Egg Incubators

Picture window is double plate plastic with 
air space insulation to help eliminate mois-
ture buildup, which would obstruct viewing. 
Large viewing area is ideal for classroom 
work, science projects and for group obser-
vation of the hatching processes. Will hold 
any size egg, from 120 small Quail eggs, up 
to 42 large duck eggs. Fan Included Dimen-
sions: 18” x 18” x 9 1/2”, 110 Volt AC
EQP-03300...................................$119.95

The Genesis Hova Bator is TUV Listed. This certification makes is 
perfect for use in the classroom. The Genesis is Preset for bird eggs 
but can also be set for reptile eggs down to 60 Degrees F. Simply plug 
in and add water and eggs. Comes with an electronic thermostat that 
regulates temperature in the 99.5 Degree. Picture window is double 
plate plastic with air space insulation to help eliminate moisture 
buildup, which would obstruct viewing. Built in LCD diplays set 
temperature, actual temperature and humidity in C and F. LCD allows 
you to increase or decrease temperature as needed.

Will hold any size egg, from 120 small Quail eggs, up to 42 large duck 
eggs. 18” x 18” x 9 1/2”, 110 Volt AC
EQP-03290..................................................................... $149.95

Chick Bator Capacity. Aprox. 3 chicken 
eggs,4 pheasant eggs, 2 turkey or duck 
eggs, 8 quail eggs. Operates on 110 
volt electricity. 7” diameter, 6” high. 
Great for classroom projects. Eggs NOT 
INCLUDED.

EQP-03340............................ $17.95

Chick Bator Egg 
Incubator

Hova Bator Egg Turners
Egg Turner - 1611
EQP-03310..................... $55.65

Egg and Quail Turner - 1610
EQP-03320..................... $60.90

Goose Turner - 1614
EQP-03330...................... $68.00

Egg Incubators

32 Product Videos - Youtube.com/flemingoutdoors

Hova Bator - The Genesis Electronic Thermostat  
Circulated Air Egg Incubator

Hova Bator Large Window Incubator

Visit Us On Facebook / Twitter / You Tube
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Egg Incubators

This Complete Incubator Kit has everything you need for a successful hatch. It 
has a forced air fan kit, automatic egg turner that holds up to 42 eggs and turns 
the eggs completely every 4 hours to eliminate manual handling. A Built-In 
Hygrometer measures both internal temperature and relative humidty. The 
Incubator features solid state circuitry and thermostatically controlled heater 
for long-lasting and reliable temperature setting. Large viewing windows allow 
easy visibility of the eggs. Red indicator light shows when heater is operating. 
Durable plastic outer shell protects incubator and is easy to clean.
Size: 19” x 19” x 8” Weight 8.5 lbs.

EQP-03260.................43500 Incubator/Turner Kit.....................$125.00

FOR FARM INNOVATORS INCUBATORS 
ONLY. Automatically turns the eggs com-
pletely every 4 hours to eliminate manual 
handling and improve hatch rate. Simple to 
use - place in bottom of incubator and plug 
in. No assembly required. Dishwasher safe - 
egg rails snap out for easy cleaning. Comes 
with 41 large egg cups. Option small quail 
egg trays available.
EQP-03263...............................$52.50

3200 Automatic 
Egg Turner

Designed to accommodate smaller eggs 
such as quail. 6 Rails Included = 120 Egg 
Capacity For Farm Innovators Egg Turners 

EQP-03265............................ $16.85

3400 Small Egg 
Rails For Quail

Accessory for the Still Air Incubator  Trans-
forms the Still Air Incubator into a Circulated 
Air Incubator. Fan Kit improves eggs hatching 
conditions by circulating a constant flow of 
warm air throughout the incubator.

EQP-03230........Little Giant...........$41.85
EQP-03345........Hova Bator...........$41.85
EQP-03264.....Farm Innovators.....$41.85

Forced Air Fan Kit

Still air incubator features solid state circuitry for long lasting and reli-
able temperature setting. A built-in hygrometer measures both internal 
temperature and relative humidity. Red indicator light shows when 
heater is operating. Large windows on top allow for easy viewing. Ad-
ditional probe thermometer included. Can hold up to 48 regular sized 
eggs. Will hold any size egg, from 120 small Quail eggs, up to 42 large 
duck eggs. Dimensions: 19” x 19” x 6 1/2”, 110 Volt AC
 EQP-03261...................................................................$49.95

Farm Innovators Still Air
Incubator Model 2150

Farm Innovators Circulatred Air
Incubator Model 2250

Circulated air incubator features a fan kit to pull in fresh air and stabilize 
temperature for improved hatching. A solid state circuitry for long lasting 
and reliable temperature setting. A built-in hygrometer measures both 
internal temperature and relative humidity. Red indicator light shows 
when heater is operating. Large windows on top allow for easy viewing. 
Additional probe thermometer included. Will hold any size egg, from 120 
small Quail eggs, up to 42 large duck eggs. Fan Included Dimensions: 19” 
x 19” x 6 1/2”, 110 Volt AC
EQP-03260................................................................................... $85.00

Farm Innovators 
Egg Candler

Used to check the devlopment progress 
of eggs and see the live embryo inside.  
Help to identify infertile or “dead in shell” 
embryos for removal.  Lightweight and easy 
to use.  Plugs into standard 120V electrical 
outlet.  Great for educational purposes and 
fun for kids.

EQP-03380................................. $16.30

M - F 8:00 am - 4:30 pm     1-800-624-4493

Professional Egg Incubator Turner Kit



The R COM Mini Incubator is menu driven 
and extremely easy to use: just choose 
between one of the 5 settings (chicken, 
duck, pheasant, quail or mystery bird - to be 
programmed) and the micro-controller holds 
the correct temperature, turning and length 
of incubation. Turning will even stop auto-
matically 2 days prior to hatching; all you 
need do is top up periodically with water. 
EQP-03650............................. $147.85

Automatic mode which allows the user to simply select the species being incubated, add 
water and leave the incubator to select the correct conditions. The incubator will cease 
turning eggs two days before hatching and will indicate the number of days remaining un-
til hatch. Additional species settings are being continuously researched and the incubator 
can be updated with the latest settings with a simple internet download.

USB Model Only Features:

Incubation Management Software Program Included 
Handy download function of a specific bird incubation data online. 
Remote monitoring function able to check state of egg incubation 
Incubation data print out and transferring function online
Real time incubation data storage and all incubator condition management with PC
Automatic incubator condition control according to egg density or weight loss conditions
Incubation records management after hatching and graphic description of incubation 
environment.

Main functions:
Automatic temperature & humidity setting and control
Automatic hourly egg turning
Selection of °C or °F for temperature display
EQP-03653...................R-Com 20 Standard.................................. $461.00
EQP-03654...................R-Com 20 Pro............................................ $660.00
EQP-03655...................R-Com 20 Pro USB................................... $714.00

The R COM Mini Incubator is menu driven 
and extremely easy to use: just choose be-
tween one of the 5 settings (chicken, duck, 
pheasant, quail or mystery bird - to be 
programmed) and the micro-controller holds 
the correct temperature, turning and length of 
incubation. Turning will even stop automati-
cally 2 days prior to hatching; all you need do 
is top up periodically with water.
EQP-03651................................ $186.00

Mini Egg Incubator 
With Ez Scope

View Complete Line of R-com Incubators Online !
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R-Com 20 Pro USB Digital Egg Incubator

Mini Digital Egg Incubator

Egg Capacity:
Small Egg Tray, Standard Egg Tray & Large Egg Tray supplied so you 
can incubate various sized eggs.

Hens - (or equivalent) 20
Quail - (or equivalent) 52
Goose - (or equivalent) 10

Weight - 10 lbs.
Dimentions - 20 x 16 x 6 1/4

R-Com 50 Egg Digital Egg Incubator

Automatic mode which allows the user to simply select the species being incubated, 
add water and leave the incubator to select the correct conditions. The incubator will 
cease turning eggs two days before hatching and will indicate the number of days re-
maining until hatch. Additional species settings are being continuously researched and 
the incubator can be updated with the latest settings with a simple internet download. 
Weight - 20 lbs. Dimentions - 25 x 21 x 7

EQP-03656................................R-Com 50 Standard................................. $845.00
EQP-03657................................R-Com 50 Pro........................................... $999.99
EQP-03658................................R-Com 50 Pro USB.................................$1050.00

Egg Incubators
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Water Reserve System For
Cabinet Egg Incubators

The Water Resrve System for Cabinet Egg Incubators 
consists of a 5 Gal. Reserve tank, connecting hose, with 
quick disconnect coupling and constant level humidity 
pan with 2 humidity pads, for increased humidity at time 
of hatch. Reccommend for GQF Cabinet incubators but 
not required. 

EQP-03585................................................ $60.00

Clear Acrylic Door
Door comes complete with new hinges 
and latch tabs for customer installation 
by removing 8 screws. For all cabinet 
model incubators.
EQP-03588.........................$104.30

Thermometer
Hydrometer

The Thermometer Hydrometer is a must 
with any incubator. We have the 2” Dial 
and the Digital available. Both are very 
reliable and accurate.
 EQP-03387..........Dial.............$26.35
EQP-03390..........Digital..........$31.65
Standard Thermometer............$6.85

Thermostat Wafer Switch Complete designed specifi-
cally for the cabinet model incubators. Can be used in 
a homemade incubator application.
EQP-03382...............................................$29.60

Wafer Thermostat
Switch Complete

Wafer Thermostat
Has threaded socket. Used on nearly all electric incuba-
tors. Can be used in a homemade incubator application. 
Thermostat switch is required.
EQP-03383......................................................$9.95

Electronic Thermostat
The ultimate temperature controller. Higher per-
centage of hatch compared to wafer thermostats. 
Fast on off cycle provides uniform gentle warming 
of eggs. Holds uniform temperature and is unaf-
fected by barometric pressure. More accurate 
adjustment of temperature as one complete revolu-
tion changes temperature only 1.7°F.
EQP-03385.............................................$113.40

Cabinet Incubator 
Setting Tray

Optional setting tray for 1502 and 1500 
cabinet model incubators. Sturdy metal 
construction with wire floor.  24.5” X 
12.75”
EQP-03582..............................$29.75

Humidity Pads
Replacement humidity pads of our GQF 
Cabinet incubators. 10 pack. 

EQP-03587...............................$30.25

Incubator Liner
An accessory for all model Hova-Bators 
produced after January 1998. Makes incuba-
tor bottoms last longer. Lifts out for easy 
cleaning.
EQP-03335...............................$9.95 Top has a large clear plastic window 

for best viewing of the incubation and 
hatching process. Picture window is 
double plate plastic with air space 
insulation to help eliminate mois-
ture buildup, which would obstruct 
viewing. Large viewing area is ideal 
for classroom work, science projects, 
advertising and promotional work, and 
for group observation of the hatching 
processes. Will hold any size egg, 
from 120 small Quail eggs, up to 42 large duck eggs. Dimensions: 18” x 
18” x 9 1/2”, 220 VOLT AC. GENERALLY FOR COUNTRIES OUT-
SIDE THE UNITED STATES.
EQP-03270.........................Incubator..........................................$184.95
EQP-03280.........................Egg Turner..........................................$90.00

Hova Bator 220 Volt Egg Incubator

220 Volt Incubators Only

Incubator Heating 
Element

FOR HOVA BATOR INCUBATORS 
ONLY. 110 Volt-25 Watt Square 
Heat Element. Can be used in any 
homemade or Hova Bator Incubator. 
Thermostat is NOT INCLUDED

 EQP-03342-...................$14.85

Power Failure Alarm - Plug into any 110 volt electrical out-
let. When there is a power failure, electronic pulsating alarm 
will go off and red LED light will start flashing. If you have 
chicks or birds that need looking after when electricity goes 
off on a cold windy night, plug this unit in your bedroom to 
wake you. Has a built in 10 - 15 second delay so that short 
time power outages will not set the alarm off. 

EQP-03397-........................................................$61.50

Power Failure Alarm

M - F 8:00 am - 4:30 pm     1-800-624-4493 Egg Incubators
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GQF box brooders are designed to eliminate stress in young birds by providing plenty of heat, 
fresh air, light, feed and water space, and sanitary conditions for a confined area. The clear 
plastic front panel allows full and easy viewing of the brooders™s interior. Each brooder comes 
with three 28.5” troughs which maybe used for either feed or water. Ample feed and water 
space is necessary to allow weaker chicks access in the presence of more dominate chicks. Any 
trough may be equipped with optional automatic watering to provide the large quantity of water 
necessary. Failure to provide proper feed and water space can result in slower weight gain and 
perhaps higher chick mortality. The troughs are mounted on the outside of the brooder so that 
the chicks do not squirt droppings into the food or water. The 250-watt heater provides sufficient 
heat while the vented plastic side panels keep out drafts. As chicks are drawn to light rather 
than heat, each heater has a socket for a low wattage attraction light bulb, which helps to hold 
the chicks in the heated area. Each brooder comes with a thermometer and a wafer thermostat, 
which is accurate to 1 degree. The floor is a thin wire mesh which will allow droppings to easily 
pass through. Holds 100 Chicks @ 4 weeks
EQP-03350................................................................................................SALE: $348.00

Poultry & Gamebird Brooder

Each Brooder & Grow Off Pen comes with three 28.5” troughs which maybe used for either 
feed or water. Ample feed and water space is necessary to allow weaker chicks access in the 
presence of more dominate chicks. Any trough may be equipped with optional automatic water-
ing to provide the large quantity of water necessary. Failure to provide proper feed and water 
space can result in slower weight gain and perhaps higher chick mortality. The troughs are 
mounted on the outside of the brooder so that the chicks do not squirt droppings into the food or 
water. The 250-watt heater (Only in the Brooder Unit) provides sufficient heat while the vented 
plastic side panels keep out drafts. As chicks are drawn to light rather than heat, each heater has 
a socket for a low wattage attraction light bulb, which helps to hold the chicks in the heated area. 
Each brooder comes with a thermometer and a wafer thermostat, which is accurate to 1 degree. 
The floor is a thin wire mesh which will allow droppings to easily pass through.

Poultry Brooder, grow Off Pens, and viewable expander below. -This can be the start of a very 
lucrative enterprise, producing approximately 48 chickens a month in a very limited space. Put 
approximately 48 chicks (day old) from a hatchery into the brooder, for warmth, feed, and water. 
After four weeks, move 24 birds into each grow off pen and put 48 new chicks in the brooder. 1 
Poultry Brooder and 2 Grow Pens. 36” x 30” x 9.75”

EQP-03372................................................................................................SALE: $895.00

Poultry & Gamebird Brooder & Grow Off Pens

Each Brooder comes with three 28.5” troughs which maybe used for either feed or water. Ample feed and 
water space is necessary to allow weaker chicks access in the presence of more dominate chicks. Any 
trough may be equipped with optional automatic watering to provide the large quantity of water necessary. 
Failure to provide proper feed and water space can result in slower weight gain and perhaps higher chick 
mortality. The troughs are mounted on the outside of the brooder so that the chicks do not squirt droppings 
into the food or water. The 250-watt heaters provides sufficient heat while the vented plastic side panels 
keep out drafts. As chicks are drawn to light rather than heat, each heater has a socket for a low wattage 
attraction light bulb, which helps to hold the chicks in the heated area. Each brooder comes with a ther-
mometer and a wafer thermostat, which is accurate to 1 degree. The floor is a thin wire mesh which will 
allow droppings to easily pass through.

Poultry and Game Bird Battery brooders with clear front panels are ideal for displaying all types of chicks 
in feed stores, to monitor chick conditions at a glance and to raise large numbers of birds in limited floor 
space. Lightweight materials mean lower shipping costs as well as easy handling of drop pans. Sturdy base 
with rugged casters and securely fastened brooders result in a solid stack which is movable when full of 
birds. Only 65” high, all tiers of 5 brooders are accessible and drop pans and floors can be removed for 
cleaning while the brooders are stacked. 

Includes 6 plug electrical outlet strip with 4 ft. cord. Overall Dimensions: 32” Wide, 38” Front to Back, 
and 65” high. 110 Volt. Lid provided for top brooder only.

EQP-03370..............................................................................................................SALE: $1695.00

Poultry & Gamebird 5 Deck Battery Brooder



Infra-Red Brooder Lamp features 
insulated porcelain sockets, heavy 
gauge aluminum reflectors and hang-
up hooks. Bulb guards that snap on the 
reflector, two-conductor and polarized 
male plugs. Sturdy clamp with vinyl 
coated grips hold lamp in place. Used 
for pig and chicken brooders or as 
a temporary heat source. 10-1/2” 
reflection diameter. Has bulb guard,  

10’cord, porcelain socket, hang up loop or clamp. 

EQP-03347...........10’ Cord With Clamp & Hanger............ $9.95

Heat Lamp Brooder
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Brooder Equipment

36’’ x 30’’ (Fits No. 0528 & No. 0534 
Brooder). -DACB (Deotized Animal 
Cage Board) is a special Neomycin treat-
ed absorbent board to inhabit bacterial 
degradation to aid in control of disease 
and odors. 20 Pack 
EQP-03357.............................$37.60

Sanitized Brooder & Feeder 
Liner

Consist of 5 gallon plastic water tank to sit 
on back corner of brooder. Tubing and float 
valve for one existing trough (troughs are 
not supplied with waterer.) 

EQP-03351................................. $47.70

Automatic Brooder
Waterer

4-Light Brooder is equipped with a wafer 
thermostat that automatically controls two 
of the four lamps. This thermostat can be ad-
justed to turn off two lamps when the brooder 
house temperature is sufficiently high to make 
the operation of four lamps unnecessary. It 
will turn these lamps on again when the tem-
perature drops. Includes 6” suspension chain. 
Bulbs not included. 
EQP-03346.................................... $94.85

4 Bulb Brooder Lamp

Same as GQF popular poultry type 
brooder, but without expense of 
heating elements and thermostat. 
Has sliding door panels on front 
and sides that have 1’’ x 4’’ mesh 
openings. 36” x 30” x 9.75” 
EQP-03374.................$243.00

Poultry & Gamebird 
Grow Off Pen

120 Volt 250 Watt. -Now for the small 
producer we offer the most efficient of 
infra red heat brooders. This new bulb 
gives you concentrated heat for a small 
quantity of birds, such as would be 
hatched in your incubators.
EQP-03348.......Infrared........ $6.85
EQP-03349.......Clear............. $3.98

Brooder Bulb

This thermometer is to be used with both 
incubators and brooders. The light weight 
thermometer is intended to be placed 
directly on top of the eggs or in brooder. 
This allows temperature to be read at egg 
or chick level. 
EQP-03395................................$6.89

Brooder Incubator
Thermometer

A low wattage light should be used to attract the 
baby chicks to the heating element, feed, and 
water. Red lights were used for years and are still 
preferred by some breeders. Low intensity white 
light has been shown to increase food conversion 
and does not cause added risk for pecking. 
EQP-03355.......White........6/pk........$10.92
EQP-03355.......Red............6/pk........$10.92

7 Watt Brooder Bulbs

Prima Heat Lamp

M - F 8:00 am - 4:30 pm     1-800-624-4493

Common heat lamps are often blamed for 
barn fires, scorched wool and overheating. Im-
proved chimney system for heat displacement
Glass reinforced material for greater strength 
Use standard or infrared (heat) bulbs no larger 
than 250w. 
EQP-03361................................$38.95

Common heat lamps are often blamed for 
barn fires, scorched wool and overheat-
ing. The “Premier” is better in every 
way--strength, safety, protective guard, 
and hanging system. Use standard or in-
frared (heat) bulbs no larger than 250w.. 
EQP-03356................................$35.55

Premier Heat Lamp
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Barnyard In Your
Backyard

The perfect book for anyone who has ever 
dreamed of having that little place in the 
country, Barnyard in Your Backyard offers 
tried-and-true, expert advice on raising 
healthy, happy, productive farm animals: 
chickens, geese, ducks, rabbits, goats, 
sheep, and cattle. 416 Pages  
LWN-51815............................$19.95

Reinventing The 
Chicken Coop

Matthew Wolpe and Kevin McElroy give 
you 14 complete building plans for chicken 
coops that range from the purely functional 
to the outrageously fabulous. One has a 
water-capturing roof; one is a great example 
of mid-century modern architecture; and 
another has a built-in composting system.. 
192 Page Paperback.  
LWN-51951.................................$12.50

How To Build
Animal Housing

An indispensable guide for small-scale farm-
ers, hobby farmers, and animal lovers, How to 
Build Animal Housing helps you evaluate the 
housing needs of your animals and provides 
dozens of adaptable shelter plans, including 
sheds, coops, hutches, multi-purpose barns, 
windbreaks, and shade structures. 272 Pages, 
Paperback.   
LWN-51955...................................$19.95

Guide To Poultry
Breeds

MORE THAN 128 BIRDS STRUT THEIR 
STUFF across the pages of Storeys Illus-
trated Guide to Poultry Breeds, the ultimate 
primer for farmers and fanciers alike. 224 
pages, 8 1/2 x 10 7/8 trim size, full-color 
photographs throughout. Paperback. by 
Carol Ekarius.   
LWN-51960....................................$23.50

Hatching & Brooding 
Your Own Chicks

f you want to incubate, hatch, and brood chicks 
yourself, rather than buying them from a hatchery, 
this is the guide you need. Poultry authority Gail 
Damerow explains exactly how to hatch healthy 
baby chickens, ducklings, goslings, turkey poults, 
and guinea keets, addressing everything from 
selecting a breed and choosing the best incubator 
Paperback. 240 Pages
LWN-51991.................................$16.15

Chicken Coops Plans
Just like houses, chicken coops come in all 
sizes and styles to meet the needs of every 
chicken family. Here are how-to drawings 
and conceptual plans for 45 coops - from 
strictly practical to flights of fancy - guar-
anteed to meet the needs of every chicken 
owner. A 16-page color section shows de-
tailed photos of many of the featured coops. 
176 Pages Paperback. Full-color illustrations 
throughout.LWN-51950................$19.75

Kids Guide To 
Chickens 

Authoritative and easy to read, Your Chickens 
offers children virtually all they need to know 
about choosing, purchasing, raising, and 
showing all kinds of chickens. Our friendly 
and encouraging animal reference series 
features information on selection, housing, 
behavior, feeding, health, and showing in a 
mature yet easy-to-understand language. for 
ages 9 and up. 160 pages.   
LWN-51990...................................$14.50

Keep Chickens !

Chickens are hot! There’s a chicken-farming 
boomlet on the rise, with upscale urban and 
suburban homeowners from every part of the 
country ordering fancy breeds of chickens, hir-
ing architects to build elegant chicken coops in 
their backyards, and signing up for classes on 
how to raise a happy, healthy flock in a small 
space.   
LWN 51995............................$14.95

Ducks, Geese &
Turkeys For Anyone

Description of 20 breeds of duck, 12 geese, 10 
turkey colours, with history of the breed, its 
utility, special requirements and what makes 
a good bird. Follows the success of Poultry 
for Anyone by same author. .as usual, Victoria 
Roberts has produced a concise, informative 
and essentially readable book which will be of 
value to anyone with an interest in this group of 
birds.   LWN-51920............................$32.50

City Chicks Book

City Chicks is a remarkable trend-setting book 
for poultry lovers and urban agriculturists. The 
imaginative and entertaining style of writing is 
combined with hands-on, real-life experience to 
bring you one of the most complete and authorita-
tive books on micro-flock management. 464 
pages, 6 x 9 trim size, photographs and illustra-
tions throughout. Paperback.
LWN-51975.................................$18.25
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Guide To Raising 
Dairy Goats

Each book includes information on selection, 
housing, space requirements, breeding and birth-
ing techniques, feeding, behavior, and health 
concerns and remedies for illness. Whether readers 
are ready to start an entire herd or flock or are 
considering purchasing their first animal, Storey’s 
Guide to Raising series offers vital information on 
raising dairy goats.
LWN-51964.........................................$18.25

The Fresh Egg
 Fresh eggs shine in classic dishes such as Cae-
sar salad, spaghetti carbonara, eggnog, deviled 
eggs, and homemade mayonnaise. And you’ll 
love Thompson’s creative recipes for every 
meal of the day, from smoothies and appetizers 
to casseroles and stews. 192 Pages.   

LWN-52030....................................$12.00

Guide To Raising
Meat Goats

This comprehensive manual is the small-
farm guide to profitable meat goat produc-
tion. Easy to handle and easy to raise, this 
hearty stock is increasing in demand as 
North Americas immigrant population and 
taste for the exotic increases. 344 Pages, 
Paperback..   
LWN-51966............................$18.85

The Basics Of Butchering 
Livestock & Game

Increase your self-sufficiency and enjoy 
safer meat with superior flavor. Detailed 
instructions and easy-to-follow illustra-
tions demystify slaughtering and butcher-
ing from start to finish. Covers beef, veal, 
venison, pork, lamb, and poultry and 
includes 30 recipes. 208 Pages 
LWN-52022............................$11.95

Guide To Raising 
Rabbits

Packed with practical information, this book 
covers every aspect of rabbit rasing, including: 
Best breeds Feeding and management Show-
ing and selling Housing facilities and sanitation 
Marketing Disease, parasite, and predator control 
Perfect. For the novice, it is a sound and broad 
introduction to rearing and management practices. 
. .For the veteran, it serves as a refresher course 
and may help fine-tune less-than-ideal manage-
ment practices. 288 Pages, Paperback.   
LWN-51962.....................................$18.25

Guide To Raising
Chickens

Storey’s Guide to Raising Series brings you the 
most up-to-date information on raising cattle, 
goats, ducks, horses, llamas, pigs, rabbits, sheep, 
chickens, turkeys, and poultry. Whether you are 
a novice farmer or an experienced pro, you will 
find everything you need to know to keep your 
livestock and profits. 352 pages, 6 x 9 trim size, 
photographs and illustrations throughout. Paper-
back.LWN-51975.................................$18.25

Guide To Raising 
Ducks

Extensively revised and updated with more 
than 100 new pages added, Raising Ducks 
includes information on selection, housing, 
space requirements, breeding and birthing 
techniques, feeding, behavior, and health con-
cerns and remedies for illnesses. 320 pages, 
Paperback.   
LWN-51968....................................$18.25

Guide To Raising 
Farm Animals

All In One Guide to Raising Farm Animals ! 
The Backyard Homestead Guide to Raising 
Farm Animals, even urban and suburban 
residents can successfully raise chickens, 
ducks, geese, turkeys, rabbits, goats, sheep, 
cows, pigs, and honey bees. 353 pages, pho-
tographs and illustrations throughout.   
LWN-51946............................$21.50

Guide To Raising 
Poultry

Extensively revised and updated with more 
than100 new pages added, Raising Poultry 
includes information on selection, housing, 
space requirements, breeding and birthing 
techniques, feeding, behavior, and health 
concerns and remedies for illnesses. 352 
pages, 6 x 9 trim size, photographs and il-
lustrations throughout.   
LWN-51970............................$18.25
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Starting & Running a 
Small Farm Business

Running a small farm goes beyond growing, 
raising, and crafting artisanal products. To 
help farmers position themselves well in 
the market, Sarah Aubrey offers a business-
savvy reference that covers everything from 
financial plans and advertising budgets to 
Web design and food service wholesalers. 
176 Page Paperback.  
LWN-51810.................................$18.25
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Automatic Chicken Coop Door - Heavy Duty

The new Heavy Duty Automatic Chicken Coop Door comes ready-to-use. The new heavy duty construc-
tion features an all weather aluminum door that will not warp or break due to the elements. Provides a 
clean sliding action that does not catch or stop. Frame material is a hard composite material .75” thick that 
will not break, splinter or rot and provides a sturdy frame with easy cleaning surface. This Heavy Duty 
Automatic Chicken Coop Doors is hands down the best on the market. Concealed motor with no hanging 
wires, switches or exposed parts. Motor comes with a 1 Year manufactures warranty. 

The door frame is 33” x 12” x 3”. Just attach the frame over a 10.5” wide x 12” tall opening in your chick-
en coop and plug it in to an extension cord.  Best of all, this is a complete kit that requires no assembly. No 
technical experience or mechanical skill is required. Install this in three easy steps:

Advanced Models: The Advanced Model includes Sunrise, Sunset Capability for the opening of the door.

Features
• LCD Display
• On Board Instructions (no paper required)
• AM/PM or 24-hour clock option
• Door Calibration with Stop and Step Functions for fine tuning open and close positions
• Battery Accessibility, Snap Fit Lid
• Low Battery Warning Indicator, on Screen
• LED Warning Indicator Light
• Sealed Gearbox and Bearings
• Lithium IC Clock (time is unaffected by outages)
• Battery Backup if Electrical Power Fails (Through the 4 AA Batteries).

EQP-03435.........................Basic.................................................................................................$245.00
EQP-03436.........................Advanced.........................................................................................$285.00

Solar Kit For Automatic Chicken Coop Door

Our “plug and play” Solar Kit works with both our Basic and Advanced Models. It is specifically 
designed for our Auto Door so no retrofit is necessary. Just plug in our Solar Kit in place of the power 
adapter we ship with every product. If you are currently using expensive batteries to power your Auto 
Door, check it out! Our Solar Panel provides a constant trickle charge to its integrated rechargeable bat-
tery unit—no battery replacements required ever again!!

Our complete Auto Door Solar Kit consists of the following: 
-One Solar Panel w/ mounting stake and bracket for roof or wall mount
-One sealed Battery Pack w/ internal regulator
-One power chord (from Auto Door Control Box to the Battery Pack)
-One screw and drywall insert (for Battery Pack Mounting)
EQP-03495................................................................................................................$95.00


